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I n str u c tio n a l Str a teg ies  in  Science classrooms
o f
SPECIALIZED SECONDARY SCHOOLS 
for the Gifted
Abstr ac t
This study examined the extent to which science teachers in Academic Year 
Governor's Schools were adhering to the national standards fo r suggested science 
instruction and providing an appropriate learning environment fo r g ifted  learners.
The study asked 13 directors, 54 instructors o f advanced science courses, 
and 1190 students o f advanced science courses in 13 Academic Year Governor's 
Schools in Virginia to  respond to researcher-developed surveys and to participate 
in classroom observations. The surveys and classroom observations collected 
demographic data as well as instructors' and students' perceptions o f the use o f 
various instructional strategies related to national science reform  and gifted 
education recommendations. Chi-square analyses were used to ascertain significant 
differences between instructors' and students' perceptions.
Findings indicated that instructors o f advanced science classes in secondary 
schools fo r the g ifted  are implementing nationally recognized g ifted  education and 
science education instructional strategies w ith less frequency than desired. Both
vi i i
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students and instructors concur th a t these strategies are being implemented in 
the classroom setting, and both concur as to the frequency w ith which the 
implementation occurs. There was no significant difference between instructors' 
and students' perceptions o f the frequency o f implementation o f instructional 
strategies. Unfortunately, there was not a single strategy tha t students and 
teachers fe lt was being implemented on a weekly or daily basis across 90% of the 
sampled classrooms. S ta ff development in gifted education was found to be minimal 
as an ongoing practice.
While this study o ffe rs some insights into the frequency o f strategy usage, 
the study needs more classroom observations to support findings; an area of 
needed fu ture  research. While th is study was conducted at the secondary level, 
research into instructional practices at the middle school and elementary school 
gifted science classroom settings would be appropriate and warranted.
DONNA LORRAINE POLAND 
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION: DOCTOR OF EDUCATIONAL POLICY PLANNING 
AND LEADERSHIP WITH AN EMPHASIS IN  GIFTED EDUCATION 
THE COLLEGE OF W ILLIAM  AND MARY IN  VIRG INIA
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CHAPTER 1
I n t r o d u c t io n
Introduction to the Study: The National and International Picture
Over the past decodes, international comparisons o f students in science 
achievement have consistently seen U.S. students academically ranked near the 
bottom among industrialized nations. Even our top ten percent o f academically 
performing students were ranked towards the bottom when compared to  similar 
groups o f students in other industrialized nations, especially in the areas o f higher 
order thinking skills, mathematics, and science (O ffice o f Educational Research and 
Improvement, 1993; U.S. Department o f Education, 1990). More specifically, 
international comparisons in science show students obtaining scores near or slightly 
above the overall international average; yet s till achieving an international ranking in 
science below many industrialized nations (National Center fo r Education Statistics, 
1996).
The National Excellence report (O ffice  o f Educational Research and 
Improvement, 1993) fu rth e r illuminates the inadequacies o f our educational system 
to support its  brightest students in academic endeavors. Among an extensive lis t of 
educational issues, the report highlights tha t teachers use few, if  any, higher-level 
teaching strategies in th e ir classrooms to  accommodate g ifted  learners.
•>
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While the N ational Excellence (OERI. 1993) report focuses on the need fo r 
teachers to  use complex instructional strategies to meet the academic needs of 
gifted learners, the Third International Mathematics Science Study (TIMSS) 
(National Center fo r Education Statistics, 1996) stresses the need fo r teachers to 
implement instructional strategies in keeping with reform  recommendations in 
science and mathematics. These recommendations include instructional strategies 
that emphasize concept attainment, hands-on applications, inquiry-based science, and 
real world connections: strategies similar to the complex instructional strategies 
recommended fo r g ifted  learners. National science standards recognize the need fo r 
these instructional strategies to be implemented, along with other components, fo r 
effective science teaching, the heart of science education reform  (National 
Research Council, 1996).
In  curriculum design, the focus of science education reform  e ffo rts  has been 
to advocate fo r world-class standards in science learning, science instruction, and 
science curriculum (American Association fo r the Advancement o f Science, 1990; 
American Association fo r the Advancement o f Science, 1989; Rutherford and 
Ahlgren, 1989). In itia tives in science standards, such as the National Science 
Education Standards (NRC, 1996) and Benchmarks fo r Science Literacy (American 
Association fo r the Advancement o f Science, 1993), have set an ambitious agenda
3
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fo r a comprehensive general science education fo r all students. The approaches to 
science education suggested by these documents stress the need fo r e ffective  
curricula and instructional strategies tha t incorporate essential scientific 
knowledge, concepts, and processes deemed necessary to foster science literacy. 
Additional emphasis is placed on investigating and analyzing scientific questions from 
various social and interdisciplinary perspectives, the utilization of technology and 
inquiry in instruction and learning, and an understanding of the history and nature o f 
science (NRC. 1996).
Study Context
The Virginia Department o f Education (VDOE) regulations mandate 
d iffe ren tia ted instructional opportunities fo r g ifted  students. The VDOE. in 
conjunction w ith localities, established regional ‘jo in t schools' to  serve the needs o f 
high school g ifte d  students. The concept o f Governor’s Schools was established in 
1973 with fou r summer programs serving 400 g ifted  students, and has grown to 21 
programs serving 6,500 students throughout the Commonwealth. Each summer or 
academic year school has developed a unique program to serve the needs o f the high 
school g ifte d  students throughout the ir region, providing acceleration and
4
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exploration into areas ranging from  the performing arts and global economics, to 
government and science and technology.
W ith the unqualif ied success o f the summer Governor's School programs, the 
f ir s t  four Academic Year Governor's Schools (AYGS) were founded in 1985. 
Currently, there are 15 AYGS across the Commonwealth o f Virginia. AYGS vary in 
the format through which services are offered to students. While most schools are 
shared time programs serving g ifted  students fo r only a portion o f the school day, 
three schools provide full-day programs that meet state requirements fo r 
graduation. Amongst the shared time program schools, two schools (virtual 
Governor's Schools) serve students via distance learning In te rn e t connections 
(Virginia Department o f Education, 2002).
The Academic Year Governor's Schools' courses and programs are designed to 
stress non-traditional teaching and learning techniques. Inquiry learning, hands-on 
experiences, research opportunities, fie ld studies, and the utilization o f technology 
as an integral part o f the curriculum are key components o f Governor's Schools' 
instruction and curriculum. Academic Year Governor's Schools serve a vital role in 
the provision o f mandated instructional opportunities fo r g ifte d  learners (Virginia 
Department of Education, 1996). Thus, they represent an excellent context within
5
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which to study the enactment of science reform  and g ifted education best practices 
at the secondary level.
To provide a more productive science learning environment tha t incorporates 
new standards fo r all aspects of science education, educators must reexamine the ir 
science curricula and instructional approaches to  learning. Similarly, educators o f 
g ifted  students must continually reexamine the ir curriculum to address instructional 
and curricular practices in keeping with the fie ld  o f g ifted education. For secondary 
science teachers o f g ifted  students, the task o f providing courses tha t incorporate 
the recommendations in both the fields o f science education and g ifted  education is 
doubly critica l. Many o f the recommendations from  both o f these fields o f education 
overlap. However, to ensure that these recommendations are being incorporated fo r 
Virginias g ifted , high school science students, a closer examination o f classroom 
instruction at Academic Year Governor's Schools is warranted.
Problem Statement
Now th a t numerous reports and reform  recommendations in both the fie lds of 
science education and g ifted  education have been in existence fo r several years, are 
specialized secondary schools fo r the g ifted in Virginia embracing instructional 
science reform  initiatives in combination with addressing the needs o f our most
6
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academically talented student population? In  attempting to  answer th is question, 
th is study explored comparisons among science teachers as they relate to the 
program design, the professional background of teachers, the professional 
development o f teachers, and classroom observations o f science instruction at 
various Academic Year Governor's Schools across the Commonwealth o f Virginia. In  
addition, teacher and student perceptions regarding teacher implementation of both 
science reform initiatives and g ifte d  education curriculum standards were examined.
Definition of Terms
The following definition o f terms will apply to the research:
Constructivism - A philosophical view on how individuals come to  know or 
understand; through interactions w ith the ir environment, through cognitive conflicts 
tha t serve as stimuli fo r learning and as organizers o f information, and through 
evolving individual understanding as a result of social negotiation (Savery 4 Duffy, 
1995). Constructivism "construes learning as an interpretive, recursive, building 
process by active learners interacting with the physical and social world (Fosnot, 
1996, p. 30)."
D iffe ren tia tion  - The deliberate modification o f curriculum and instructional 
strategies to meet the specific educational needs o f student learners. For gifted
7
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learners, d iffe rentia tion should include content depth and complexity, appropriate 
instructional pacing, process goals and products associated w ith the content, and 
concept development related to themes and issues (VanTassel-Baska, 1994; 
VanTassel-Baska, 1992).
G ifte d - In  terms of students accepted in Academic Year Governor s Schools, 
a g ifted student would be represented by someone who successfully met the multiple 
crite ria  standards tha t were set and reviewed by trained evaluators experienced in 
gifted education and the focus area o f the ir specific AYGS. Since AYGS are 
independent, admission requirements and procedures may vary from school to school. 
Students typically have excellent academic records fo r advanced courses, score high 
on standardized tests {i.e., PSAT, SAT, Stanford 9, ITBS, VA State SOLS), 
successfully answer interview questions or write an original essay, have honors 
and/or awards, and have favorable recommendations from multiple sources (Virginia 
Department o f Education, 2002).
Hands-on instruction -  Instruction that promotes student learning through 
the use o f instructional approaches tha t favor active student involvement over 
passive learning. In  science, such approaches could involve experimentation, 
investigation (American Association fo r the Advancement o f Science, 2000), 
observation and measurement (Ruby, 2001).
8
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Higher-Level Thinking -  Students' cognitive processes th a t involves application 
o f knowledge to new areas, analysis and synthesis of concepts and knowledge, and 
evaluation o f information. These higher levels o f Bloom's Taxonomy of Cognitive 
Behaviors involve the integration o f basic knowledge and comprehension into a more 
complex thinking structure, taking into account multiple variables o f information and 
perceptions. These higher order thinking skills are characteristic steps in the 
process of constructing knowledge (Yager, 1996).
Instructiona l S tra teg ies- A variety o f techniques teachers use to  impart 
knowledge and facilita te  learning in students. Teachers use instructional strategies 
to "help students acquire information, ideas, skills, values, ways o f thinking, and 
means o f expressing themselves." and, ultimately, as "a way o f teaching students how 
to learn (Joyce, Weil, and Showers, 1992, p. 1)."
Inqu iry- Scientific inquiry refers to the many ways in which scientists know 
the natural world and examine evidence to explain natural relationships. For science 
students, "inquiry is a multifaceted activity that involves making observations; posing 
questions; examining books and other sources of information to  see what is already 
known; planning investigations; reviewing what is already known in light o f 
experimental evidence; using tools to gather, analyze, and in te rpre t data; proposing 
answers, explanations, and predictions; and communicating the results. Inquiry
9
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requires identification o f assumptions, use o f critical and logical thinking, and 
considerations o f alternative explanations (NRC, 1996. p. 23).” Inquiry-based 
curriculum and instruction are structured so that study and learning are driven by 
students' desires to answer self-generated questions (A A AS, 2000).
Problem-based learning (PBL) - A sequence o f instructions which is 1) initiated 
by the presentation o f an ill-structured problem, 2) guided learning issues associated 
with the problem and identified by the students, and 3) geared toward successful 
resolution o f the problem. Students take on the role o f problem solver and teachers 
act as facilitators o f learning, guiding discussions, commenting on students' 
reasoning, and steering students toward discovery and learning (VanTassel-Baska, 
Bailey. Gallagher, and Pettig, 1993).
Sionif icance of Study
W ith the publication o f such major documents as Science fo r A ll Americans 
{A A AS, 1989), Benchmarks fo r Science Literacy {A A AS, 1993), National Science 
Education Standards (NRC, 1996), and the Third In te rna tiona l Mathematics and 
Science Study (National Center fo r Education Statistics, 1996), educators have 
become more aware o f students' inadequacies in science literacy as well as 
educational recommendations fo r instruction and content in science that should
10
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foster increased student understanding of the subject. The next step in assessing 
the impact o f these reports is to verify that instructional recommendations are 
being carried out in science educational settings. This report attempts to verify to 
what degree instructional strategy recommendations in science education are being 
implemented in specialized secondary schools fo r the g ifted.
Likewise, the report Nation Excellence (O ffice  o f Educational Research and 
Improvement. 1993) made similar instructional recommendations fo r gifted learners. 
The fie ld  o f science brings students, the discipline o f science and social aspects of 
society together; an ideal combination fo r g ifted students. A teacher's attitudes 
toward science can be either positive or negative in developing science-minded 
individuals. The role o f the science educator in developing g ifted , science-minded 
students who may eventually become scientists is a critica l component in all fields o f 
science and the nation as a whole. Therefore, if  the nation's brightest individuals do 
not place a positive value on the understanding and learning o f science, a long-term 
commitment to science and science understanding may be lost. This study provides 
documentation as to  the use o f appropriate and advanced instructional strategies fo r 
gifted students in the science classroom.
The development and field-testing of a classroom observation form that 
assesses both science reform  initiatives and g ifted education best practices was an
11
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integral component o f the research. Likewise, the form  contributes to the fie ld  of 
g ifted  education, as well as science education. I t  could become a useful tool in 
assessing the implementation o f reform initiatives in all science classrooms.
Ethical Safeguards and Considerations
The researcher made every e ffo rt to ensure participants* privacy and to 
provide the requested resulting information to participants. The College o f William 
and Mary's School o f Education's Human Subjects Committee reviewed and approved 
the procedures of the study prior to its initiation. In  addition, the following 
measures were undertaken by the researcher to safeguard the participants:
1. An explanation of the study was provided to AYGS directors and 
teacher participants.
2. Assurance o f confidentiality was stressed to  the participants.
3. Each AYGS director and teacher participant was required to  sign a 
consent form .
4. Student classroom surveys did NOT contain student names or any 
iden tifie r o f the student.
5. Any identification of individuals or school will not appear in the final 
report.
12
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6. Each participating school d irector, teacher, and student was given the 
opportunity to  obtain the results o f the study.
Every e ffo r t on the researcher's part was taken to prevent any individual 
analysis or to compromise the identity o f a particular individual. Individuals were 
given the researcher's phone number and email address to contact to  request the 
results of the findings. Upon conclusion o f the study and dissertation defense, any 
individuals making a request fo r findings will be sent the results o f the  study.
13
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Chapter 2
Re v ie w  of Lite r a tu r e
Introduction
Prom the space race with Russia in the 1950‘s to  A Nation a t Risk (National 
Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983) to the National Science Education 
Standards (NRC, 1996), Americans have been adopting educational reforms 
specifically aimed at raising the level o f science understanding and achievement in 
students and targeting the way science is taught in schools. Each recommendation 
recognizes the importance o f teachers to the success o f these reforms. Reforms 
call fo r a change from a teacher-centered approach to  a student-centered approach 
of instruction (NRC, 1996; Rutherford A Ahlgren, 1990; Yager, 1996). Similar 
recommendations have come to light in the fie ld o f g ifted  education. 
Recommendations have been made regarding curriculum and instructional practices 
that should be implemented to support the educational needs of g ifted  students. 
Teachers should adjust instructional practices to d iffe ren tia te  fo r g ifted  students. 
Again, the importance o f the teacher as key in providing curricular reforms and 
instructional practices fo r gifted did not go unnoticed (VanTassel-Baska, 1992; 
VanTassel-Baska, 1995; VanTassel-Baska, Bass. Ries, Poland, Avery, 1998; Gallagher, 
Stepien, & Rosenthal, 1992).
14
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This review o f lite ra ture  will examine reform  issues and subsequent changes 
tha t occurred in both science education and g ifted  education. One strand will 
examine science reform  issues and recommended changes in science education. A 
second strand will explore issues and studies surrounding science curriculum and 
instructional effectiveness. A th ird  strand will examine curriculum and instructional 
practices fo r gifted students. The final strand will review studies o f e ffective  
curriculum and instructional practices in science classrooms fo r the g ifted.
Science Education Reform Issues
The Education Summit o f 1990 between President Bush and 50 governors 
from across the United States set fo rth  a national goal to have science students 
lead the world in science achievement by the end o f the decade. While leading the 
way in science achievement was a major focus o f the Summit, the goal o f science 
literacy fo r all students was ju s t an important. In  general, science reform  initiatives 
have produced science content standards, professional guidelines, curriculum 
guidelines, and instructional recommendations toward the goal o f science literacy fo r 
all students. Professional teaching certification in science has restructured 
practices in support o f these reform  initiatives. The science community and science 
educators have worked together to develop foundations and support mechanisms
15
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that strive to  implement the recommendations to accomplish the Summit goals.
What are these recommendations and standards that will s tructure science teaching 
and learning fo r science literacy?
W ith the development of Science fo r AH Americans {A A AS, 1989) as part of 
Project 2061, the science education community had a 'road map' o f directions fo r 
achieving science literacy fo r US citizens. Science fo r A ll Americans addressed the 
question o f what understandings and habits of mind were essential fo r all citizens.
In  addition to  providing recommendations in science content, the document provided 
insights into individuals, organizations, and educational institutions tha t could help 
transform science education. More specifically, Science fo r A ll Americans 
recommended changes to curriculum models, instructional materials, teacher and 
administrator qualifications. collaborations between scientific and educational 
organizations, and science educational research agendas. Science fo r A ll Americans 
took a holistic approach to its  recommendations fo r changing the system of science 
education (AAAS. 1989).
Following Science fo r A ll Americans, the AAAS. in a collaborative e ffo rt with 
several science and educational organizations, produced Benchmarks fo r Science 
Literacy (AAAS, 1993). The Benchmarks provided a sequence o f specific science 
learning goals to be achieved by students reaching a certain grade level. Dealing with
16
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science content as well as scientific process skills, the Benchmarks were structured 
to allow fo r fle x ib ility  in science curriculum and instruction across grades K-12.
Building upon the Benchmarks, the National Research Council produced the 
National Science Education Standards (NSES) (NRC, 1996). Throughout, the 
Standards view science as a process, with inquiry as the critical focus to  science 
learning. Various standards are presented in the te x t, providing crite ria  fo r  judging 
science literacy. The NSES documents academic and professional standards fo r 
science teaching, professional development, and the assessment o f science literacy, 
science education programs, and policies and practices in science education systems. 
For students, th is means that the NSES provides content criteria  fo r assessing the 
content, concepts, and process o f learning and doing science. For administrators and 
educators, th is  means that the Standards provide criteria  fo r developing, 
implementing, and evaluating science education programs. All o f these Standards a rt 
focused toward the preparation o f a scientif ically lite rate  society.
Both the  American Association fo r the Advancement o f Science and the 
National Research Council identified similar science content and performance 
standards through which they fe lt the US could achieve science literacy fo r  all its  
citizens, eventually propelling it  into an international leader in science education. 
These similar standards reflect science content knowledge, competency, and process
17
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skills fo r students in K-12. Possibly the strongest thread tha t weaves these two 
organizational recommendations together is inquiry-based instruction, a central 
strategy fo r teaching science. In  keeping with inquiry-based instruction is the 
students' acquisition of intellectual attitudes and values associated w ith inquiry- 
based learning in science. Emphasis is placed on understanding central ideas and 
concepts rather than rote memorization o f facts and vocabulary. Similarly, 
professional development systems are encouraged to embrace these 
recommendations and restructure teacher education programs to fac ilita te  these 
recommendations in the learning and teaching o f science.
The establishment o f the Adolescence and Young A dult Science Standards fo r 
Teachers (National Board o f Professional Teaching Standards, 1997) by the National 
Board o f Professional Teaching Standards recognized the recommendations set 
fo rth  by the NSES (NRC, 1996) and the Benchmarks {AAAS, 1993). Through its 
teacher certifica tion requirements, the NBPTS recognizes the importance o f inquiry 
in science learning and teaching, conceptual understanding o f science concepts, social 
contexts as relevant to science understanding, student engagement in learning 
science, and the role of the science teacher as a facilito r o f knowledge acquisition.
In  order to  achieve these teaching standards, NBPTS stresses the value o f teacher
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professional development opportunities that include science content acquisition, 
collegiality and leadership, and re f lection.
Numerous state and local science standards have been developed tha t utilize 
the Benchmarks and the NSES as the ir foundation. However, since the 
establishment o f all these forms o f standards fo r guidance in the process o f 
learning and teaching science, the real challenge has been to  implement these reform 
e ffo rts  (Hobson, 2001; Llewellyn, 2001). Have science teachers* instructional 
strategies changed to accommodate these recommendations and, if  so, are they 
effective strategies in accomplishing science literacy among students?
Science Curriculum and Instructional Effectiveness
Like many o f the science reform e ffo rts  undertaken in the 1950‘s and 1970's, 
current science reform  recommendations see science curriculum and teacher 
instructional practices as keys to implementation. Past recommendations advocate 
more hands-on, student-centered approaches to science instruction. However, past 
e ffo rts  have produced minimal impact in these areas; teachers and curriculum have 
fundamentally gone unaffected by past reform e ffo rts  (American Association fo r 
the Advancement o f Science, 1998). The current reform  recommendations include 
more of an orientation in student learning towards mental engagement in higher-level
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thinking skills and an increase in teacher instructional methods and curriculum that 
incorporates these opportunities fo r students.
Several studies have examined the role o f teachers' instructional practices in 
keeping with national reform  recommendations. Wenglinsky (2000) pointed out that 
while teacher inputs, professional development and classroom practices all influence 
student achievement, the greatest role is played by classroom practices. One such 
practice, hands-on science, an activity that allows students to  see and verify science 
phenomena or some aspect o f it, has been an issue in science reform  fo r several 
decades. Teachers utilize hands-on strategies to actively engage students in the 
learning process. Hands-on instruction provides an excellent avenue fo r visual, active 
learning fo r elementary and middle school students. In  high school science classes, 
teachers need to  extend students' learning from a hands-on demonstration approach 
to a more discovery o f concepts and ideas approach (Ruby, 2001).
Evidence supports the impact science reform instructional recommendations 
have on students' science achievement. One study by Von Seeker and Lissitz (1999) 
found that instructional practices associated with the national science standards, 
such as laboratory inquiry, critica l thinking, and reduced teacher-centered 
instruction, were associated with higher student achievement overall. Wenglinsky
(2000) recognized similar approaches as impacting students' achievement in science
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a t the middle and high school levels; more specifically, approaches utilizing higher- 
order thinking skills and metacognitive strategies. In  a meta-analysis o f research 
involving the use o f problem-solving strategies in the classroom, findings suggested 
tha t reflection by the student, feedback from the teacher, and the use o f guidelines 
and criteria fo r evaluating student performance were classroom practices that 
promoted problem-solving skills (Taconis, Ferguson-Hessler, 6 Broekkamp, 2001). In 
keeping with these f  indings, teachers' use o f questioning strategies and the 
students' ability to ask relevant questions were found to be classroom practices that 
encouraged active inquiry learning and student achievement (Goodman and Berntson, 
2000; Cuccio-Schirripa and Steiner, 2000). In  each o f these studies, classroom 
practices impacted student acquisition of important skills and science knowledge.
As stated earlier, the NRC (1996) places importance on students' investigating 
and analyzing science from  social perspectives as one o f the reform  issues in science 
education. Tobin and Tippin (1993) elaborated on the idea tha t constructivism is a 
belief system about teaching and learning, as opposed to  a method o f teaching 
(Fosnot, 1996). Contextual or social constructivism aligns a model o f learning and 
the student together through the mediation o f a teacher, w ith learning grounded in 
a social context. The student constructs knowledge upon an existing knowledge base 
through a mediated interaction between teacher and student and student and
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student. Here, the varying meanings o f 'social context' become evident. Social 
context re fe rs to the interaction tha t occurs between teachers and students, as 
well as among students themselves. In  social interaction, the learning is centered in 
a social - cultural context. I t  is in th is broad social-cultural context, tha t science 
knowledge has meaning and relevance fo r the learner (Cobern, 1993). This translates 
into teachers providing opportunities fo r students to  discuss and re fle c t on science 
content in light o f a social context. Rop (1999) comments that the social aspects o f 
learning, both from making connections to the outside world and amongst students in 
the classroom, are key to students' perceptions o f a successful learning environment.
Research from the fie ld of science education provides insights into the 
e ffects tha t positive attitudes have on science achievement. Many studies have 
found tha t a positive relationship exists between students' attitudes toward science 
and the ir achievement in science (Harty, Beall, & Scharmann, 1985; Barrington & 
Hendricks, 1988; Benbow 6 Arjmand, 1990; Napier & Riley, 1985). However, other 
studies have shown tha t while students possess positive attitudes toward science in 
the elementary years, these positive attitudes diminish as students progressed to 
higher grades (Yager 6 Yager, 1985; Yager & Penich, 1986; Brunkhorst & Yager.
1986; Walberg & Ahlgren, 1973; Shymansky 6 Kyle, 1988). As a result, educators 
have suggested tha t a new curricular and instructional approach to science education
22
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is in order to positively a ffe c t students' attitudes toward science. A recent meta­
analysis by Shymansky, Kyle, and Alport (2003) found th a t students experiencing 
reform-oriented science curricula and instruction performed be tte r in general 
achievement, analytical and process skills, and had a more positive attitude toward 
science.
Similarly, studies o f college science students' perceptions o f science teaching 
suggest that many national science reform  instructional strategies provide positive 
learning environments and support student achievement. Teachers in these studies 
used hands-on laboratory approaches, critical thinking skills, and a variety of 
grouping strategies that impacted students' perception o f the learning environment 
(Deeds, Wood, Callen, A Allen, 1999; Kardash A Wallace, 2001; Leonard, 2000). 
College students viewed critica l thinking opportunities and hands-on laboratory 
approaches to instruction, along w ith the use o f computers, as crucial to the 
understanding o f math and science (Deeds, et. al., 1999).
For teachers adopting reform -initiated curriculum fo r science education, the 
transition from the traditional teacher-centered approach o f giving information to 
an approach that helps the student to  search fo r and understand information is 
challenging. How administrators will assess the ir instructional approaches is a major 
concern fo r teachers (Boyce, VanTassel-Baska, Burruss, Sher, A Johnson, 1996). I f
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teachers are expected to utilize more student-centered instruction, their role 
should be evaluated with respect to  those instructional practices and not just the 
traditional teacher-centered approaches (Lopez and Tuomi, 1995; Adams and 
Krockover, 1999). This is not to  say tha t traditional teacher-centered approaches, 
such as direct instruction, are not warranted in science curriculum, but that the 
frequency and scope o f such instructional approaches are diminished.
O f critica l importance to the implementation o f recommended classroom 
practices are teachers' level o f experience with instructional methodology, their 
intentions fo r instruction, and the ir perceptions o f the students (Lederman, 1999). 
Several studies have examined the implementation o f science reform  instructional 
strategies by science teachers related to staff development. Findings indicate the 
need fo r intensive and continued s ta ff development on instructional practices such 
as inquiry and constructivist approaches (van Oriel, Beijaard, and Verloop, 2001; 
Supovitz and Turner, 2000; Davis, 2003). Findings from W indschitl's (2002) review 
of studies on constructivist teaching suggest that one o f the most important 
components o f constructivist strategy implementation is teacher pedagogy; teachers 
should be able to relate strategies to learning theory as well as the benefits and 
consequences fo r th e ir student population. Other studies suggest the need fo r 
evaluation measures tha t capture the implementation o f science reform  indicators in
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the classroom and involve teachers in the utilization o f those tools (Keys and Bryan, 
2001; Adams and Krockover, 1999). While many o f these studies focus on a 
particular aspect o f s ta ff development, all o f the studies call fo r  more research on 
the use o f science reform  instructional strategies and the impact s ta ff development 
has on implementation.
Sifted Education Curriculum and Instructional Effectiveness
A Nation a t Risk (National Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983) 
focused the American educational system on reform issues fo r educating students 
to be competitive in the world work force. However, it  wasn't until the publication of 
National Excellence (OERI, 1993) tha t educators began to examine the need fo r 
differentiated curriculum fo r g ifted learners. National Excellence (OERI, 1993) 
called fo r challenging curriculum and advanced learning opportunities fo r the nation's 
top performing students, suggesting tha t most top students were spending time 
“working well below the ir capabilities” (OERI, 1993, p.5). The report called for 
challenging curriculum standards, both in the selection and development o f 
curriculum, and fo r high-level learning opportunities fo r g ifted  students. These two 
recommendations, o f the five  suggested by the report, are the most critica l in the ir 
impact on curriculum and instructional practices fo r the gifted.
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Suggestions mode by N ational Excellence (OERI, 1993) coll fo r the use of 
advanced-level curriculum tha t allows students to move a t a pace consistent with 
th e ir abilities. In  keeping with the  academic level is a need fo r the curriculum to 
provide in-depth work with an interdisciplinary focus. Conceptual understanding and 
higher-order thinking skills become an integral part to achieving an interdisciplinary 
focus within the curriculum. In  order fo r the curriculum to be effective, teachers 
must provide high-level learning opportunities fo r students to experience the 
curriculum, emphasizing discussion, inquiry, acceleration, and enrichment.
The In tegrated Curriculum M odel (ICM) fo r G ifted Learners (VanTassel- 
Baska, 1995) provides a model through which the curricular suggestions made in 
National Excellence (OERI, 1993) can be achieved. The ICM calls fo r three major 
areas to be addressed within a curricular framework: an advanced-level content 
dimension; a process-product dimension; conceptual understanding dimension. The 
advanced-level content dimension allows fo r a diagnostic prescriptive (D-P) 
instructional approach to moving students through the advanced level curriculum. 
W ith the D-P approach, students can move through a t an appropriate pace, 
compacting and accelerating the curriculum based on the ir abilities. The process- 
product dimension allows fo r students to  enhance the ir investigative skills, problem- 
solve, and collaborate with both teacher and peers as they explore a topic. The
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collaboration within this dimension facilita tes a social learning component and allows 
fo r discussion and critical thinking opportunities. Finally, the conceptual 
understanding dimension raises the level o f learning by providing a framework 
through which students can connect various topics and information in an 
interdisciplinary fashion (VanTassel-Baska, 1986; 1994; 1995).
While recommendations call fo r changes in curriculum, there must also be 
changes in the instructional process. Teachers must provide classroom and out o f 
classroom experiences that foster some o f the curricular issues discussed 
previously. For many teachers, this will mean a change to their instructional 
approach, from  one of lecture and grades to one o f emphasizing high-level thinking 
skills and discussion. Teacher training in g ifted  education is a necessary component 
to e ffective ly implement changes in curriculum and instruction o f g ifted  students 
(Reis A Westberg, (1994); Hansen A Feldhusen, 1994). Reis and Westberg (1994) 
found that teachers who received the most intensive s ta ff development were more 
likely to  implement strategies in the classroom and to continue use o f the strategies 
in the future. In  a recent study by VanTassel-Baska and Avery (2002), instructional 
strategies o f teachers in a variety o f classrooms fo r the gifted were observed fo r 
behaviors th a t correspond to national g ifted recommended practices. Findings 
indicated th a t although teachers o f the g ifted  a t various grade levels and in various
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content domains had received s ta ff development on instructional strategies, 
implementation o f strategies was distributed unevenly and, in general, was utilized 
less frequently than expected.
On a school-wide level, implementing g ifte d  education reform  best practices 
requires a school-wide e ffo rt. The incorporation o f g ifted recommendations 
throughout a school or program requires a successf ul restructuring based on 
recommendations from  a review o f current curriculum, documents, classroom 
observations o f instructional practices, and interviews and focus groups w ith a 
variety o f constituent groups (VanTassel-Baska, Leonhard, Glenn, Poland, Brown, and 
Johnson, 1999). In  summary, the implementation o f best practice recommendations 
requires s ta ff development, administrative support, and classroom observation and 
evaluation.
Effective Science Curriculum and Instructional Practices fo r the Gifted
While this literature review deals with research and reforms from science 
education and g ifte d  education separately, a few studies show a combined look a t 
science reform issues as they are implemented fo r g ifted students. Elements o f 
gifted education recommendations and national science reform issues are similar in 
the ir approach to science instruction. Both approaches recommend practices tha t
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allow students to discover and explore concepts and information. An integral part of 
this exploration is a curriculum that is inquiry oriented in its  approach to learning. In 
combination w ith inquiry is the opportunity fo r students to  explore issues more in- 
depth and at a higher academic level o f understanding imploring the use o f higher 
level thinking skills. Recommendations call fo r an affective element in curriculum, 
where students learn values and social issues associated w ith concepts and content. 
Finally, the production o f a product by students is a performance opportunity to 
demonstrate what they have learned; th is  may be an experiment in some science 
courses (AAAS. 1993; NRC. 1996; National Association fo r S ifted Children. 1998; 
OERI, 1993; VanTassel-Baska. 1995; Johnson, Boyce, 6 VanTassel-Baska. 1995). 
There is strong congruency among the recommendations fo r g ifted best practices 
and those fo r science education reform.
One example o f a curricular and instructional framework tha t merits 
consideration fo r g ifted learners in a science course is problem-based learning (PBL). 
A PBL model, such as the W A M unit Acid, A cid  Everywhere (Center fo r  G ifted 
Education, 1997a), aligns elements of appropriately d ifferentiated curriculum and 
instruction fo r g ifted learners in the integration o f advanced levels o f content, a 
process-product dimension, and a concept orientation (VanTassel-Baska, 1995). The 
advanced content dimension o ffe rs  challenging learning opportunities fo r high ability
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learners, but also allows fo r acceleration through and/or in depth exploration of 
content in keeping with national science standards. Teachers have the flex ib ility  to 
pace instruction through the lessons as they deem appropriate fo r th e ir student 
population. Lessons provide extension activities fo r students who master the content 
o f the lesson and wish to explore the content in more depth. Student activities and 
the creation o f products throughout the unit allow fo r creative expression of 
thought as well as contributing to students' understanding o f content and its 
relationship to  the problem. W ith the concept orientation o f the PBL unit toward 
'systems’, the unit fosters interdisciplinary connections outside of science and the 
application o f higher-order thinking and reasoning skills, all of which align with 
g ifted education and national standards best practices. Throughout the unit, 
students address the problem from various perspectives. Additional elements found 
throughout the unit that support e ffective  teaching fo r  g ifted learners can be 
found in the metacognitive questions, scientific habits o f mind, technology-relevant 
usage when applicable, and critical thinking opportunities (Center fo r G ifted 
Education, 1997b; VanTassel-Baska, 1992).
The PBL model addresses some o f the affective needs of the g ifted  learner 
also. Opportunities fo r collaboration and group activities exist as students work in 
teams fo r problem solving and researching information. Students have an opportunity
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to share the ir information with the ir peers through the product dimension o f the 
model (Center fo r G ifted Education, 1997b: VanTassel-Baska, 1992). These 
collaborative opportunities are reflective o f g ifte d  recommendations fo r flexib le  
grouping patterns in the classroom.
Teachers play an instrumental role in the constant evaluation of students' 
progress, both individually and as a group, towards stated objectives and in 
monitoring levels o f challenge and complexity o ffe red  to the students by the 
problem. Teachers are interactive in the learning process, scaffolding knowledge and 
supporting students in the ir own learning and conceptual understanding (Howe, 1996; 
Boyce, et. al., 1997). This greater degree of teacher involvement is imperative to 
successful implementation of PBL in the secondary and elementary settings (Center 
fo r G ifted Education, 1997b). W ith the teacher in the role as a fac ilita to r o f 
learning, the stage is set fo r the teacher to provide effective science teaching fo r 
gifted learners (West, 1992).
Research in the K-12 science community as to  the effectiveness o f a PBL 
curriculum is sorely lacking. Some research has attempted to examine particular 
aspects o f PBL. One study by Gallagher, Stepien, A Rosenthal (1992) found tha t 
problem-based learning helped students to develop the ir problem-solving skills. Two 
studies o f content acquisition in the PBL classroom reported that students' content
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acquisition was often greater in PBL courses due to  the interdisciplinary nature of 
the PBL problem (Stepien. Gallagher. A Workman, 1993; Gallagher A Stepien, 1996). 
Another study, by the Center fo r Gifted Education a t The College o f William and 
Mary, found significant growth gains o f students' process skills in experimental 
design a fte r utilization o f the problem-based unit Acid, A cid Everywhere 
(VanTassel-Baska, Bass, flies, Poland, A Avery, 1998). Each o f these studies found 
that PBL positively a ffected  the variable being studied. These variables also address 
recommendations from  both gifted best practices as well as science reform  issues.
A curriculum review by Johnson, Boyce, and VanTassel-Baska (1996) examined 
various science models fo r aspects of g ifted education curriculum and the national 
science education reform  issues. Classroom textbooks were found to  be inadequate 
in both the areas o f g ifte d  curriculum and science curriculum reform . However, some 
science models did contain the components o f both good g ifted  curriculum and good 
science curriculum. Studies on the implementation o f these models in light o f the 
national science standards are lacking.
Another study conducted prior to the national science education standards 
being released examined teachers' and g ifted  students' use of technology 
(computers) in an inquiry-learning classroom (Peck A Hughes, 1994). Findings 
indicated tha t both teachers and students benefited from  an inquiry-learning
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environment tha t was rich in technology. Benefits fe ll into several categories: the 
use of technology as a thinking tool; more technology integrated into the curriculum; 
positive impacts on students thinking; changes to the traditional roles o f teacher 
and student; more collaboration; and conf ident attitudes in the use o f technology. 
Overall suggestions from th is  study, although occurring prior to national standards, 
reveal the importance o f technology and inquiry as relevant to  g ifte d  students 
education.
Two recent studies dealing with the impact o f science enrichment programs on 
g ifted students' attitudes toward science were promising. In  one study using multiple 
measures to assess the impact o f gifted high school students' a ttitudes toward 
science (Stake 6 Mares, 2QQ1). the overall impact o f a science program that focused 
on scientific research methods was positive on gifted students' a ttitudes toward 
science, especially fo r girls. The program contained elements o f both g ifted  and 
science reform recommendations. Similarly, positive changes in g ifte d  students' 
attitudes toward science were experienced in a field-based research program that 
adhered to both g ifted and science curriculum recommendations (Schenkel, 2002). 
This program was focused on students from 7th through 10th grade. I t  is important 
to note tha t these programs did not occur in the typical classroom setting and were 
strongly focused toward research.
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In  another science program fo r the gifted, students participated in a fast- 
paced, 3-week summer program equivalent to a yearlong high school biology course. 
Six years o f student data were analyzed over the course o f the study. Students 
were extremely successful in the final standardized te s t and continued to progress 
during the regular school year in succeeding science courses. This study concluded 
that fast-paced science curriculum was appropriate fo r g ifte d  learners (Lynch, 
1992).
The following table, Table 1 Literature Review M atrix, provides an overview of 
the research literature from  the four strands of work reviewed fo r this study: 
science education reform issues, science curriculum and instructional effectiveness, 
gifted education curriculum and instructional effectiveness, and effective science 
curriculum and instruction fo r the gifted.
Table 1






Science for All Road map to Advocated science literacy for all Americans;
Americans science provided a 'road map' to the changes needed in the
(AAAS, 1989) reform science education system
Benchmarks for Science Specific Specific learning goals for k-12 students; inquiry 
Literacy (AAAS, 1993) learning goals orientation to learning and teaching science
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Specific standards for k-12 students; standards for 
science teachers & administrators; program 
standards; professional development standards
Provided criteria for assessing science teachers on 
levels of professional development and effective 
instruction in keeping with Benchmarks and NSES
Ruby(2001)
Harty, Beall, & 
Scharmann (1985)
Barrington & Hendricks 
(1988)
Benbow & Arjmand 
(1988)
Napier 8i Riley (1985)
Yager 8i Yager(1985)
Yager 8i Penich (1986)












































A positive relationship exists between hands-on 
science and student achievement on multiple 
choice tests and performance-based assessments.
Positive correlations were found between 
achievement in science and students' attitudes, 
interest, curiosity, and aptitude in science.
For intellectually gifted students, changes in 
attitudes and achievement in science are negatively 
correlated as students progress through school.
Variables predictive of science achievement in 
mathematically talented students included 
experiences/curriculum in science and students' 
attitudes toward science.
As students move through the educational system, 
their attitudes regarding science become 
increasingly negative.
Students' perceptions of science programs become 
more negative as they move through the 
educational system.
Students' positive perceptions of science and its 
usefulness decline as they get older
As students move through the education system, 
their understanding of science diminishes and their 
attitudes regarding science become negative. 
Observation rubrics focused on constructivist 
behaviors as tools for novice teachers' evaluations 
can help change Instructional practices. 
Certain staff development opportunities facilitate or 
hinder teachers implementation of national science 
reform initiatives.
A review of literature confirms the need for more 
research into science curriculum and instruction 
ttiat facilitates inquiry-based learning.
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The study suggests that the quantity of staff 
development a teacher receives impacts the 
implementation of inquiry-based practices. 
Long-term professional development is needed to 
achieve lasting changes in teachers' practical 
knowledge and instructional practices 
College-bound students in an advance chemistry 
course reveal that a deeper understanding of the 
subject is as important as a good grade. 
Meta-analysis on students' use of problem-solving 
skills -  provision of guidelines for reflection and 
feedback had die most impact 
Students with certain competency skills were better 
at conducting science inquiry and were more 
successful in concept attainment.
A review of studies that examined issues of teacher 
experiences, training and development, and 
classroom/school culture & how they impact the 
use of constructivist strategies in teaching.
An examination of NAEP data supports the notion 
that higher order thinking skills and metacognition 
leads to improved student performance in science 
and mathematics.
Students' ability to question their understandings of 
science lead to greater comprehension of the 
science topic.
Various areas of students' attitudes toward science 
were explored -  the area of pedagogy provided 
insights into how students view labs, critical 
thinking skills, group work, and science learning. 
Authors' reflection, with other research, on how the 
use of questioning strategies by teachers impacts 
the 'inquiry' atmosphere of the classroom 
Undergraduate students provide insights into 
teachers' instructional practices and how those 
practices effect their learning of science;.



























Undergraduate science students were supportive of 
a more constructivist approach to learning science.
Shymansky, Kyle, & 
Alport
(2003)
Meta-analysis of the use of science curricula that 
embraced new reform issues -  greater science 
understanding was found for students who 










A positive relationship exists between students' 
attitudes toward science and their achievement in 
science.
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A positive relationship exists between students' 
attitudes toward science and their achievement in 
science.











Instructional practices (specifically, laboratory 
inquiry, critical thinking, and reduced teacher- 
centered instruction), when associated with the 
national science standards, result in higher student 
achievement overall 
Of critical importance to the implementation of 
dassroom practices recommended by the national 
standards are teachers' level of experience with 
instructional methodology, their intentions for 

























Called for reform of the educational system in 
support of the needs of gifted learners.
Teachers trained in gifted education had greater 
teaching skills and developed more positive 
classroom climate than untrained teachers. 
The more training teachers received in curriculum 
compacting the greater degree to which they 
incorporated the instructional skills into their 
classroom practices.
A model for curriculum for gifted learners should 
encompass an advanced content component, a 
concept orientation, and a process/product 
dimension.
Teachers of the gifted employ fewer higher level 
strategies than anticipated; critical thinking & 
problem-solving strategies were underutilized. 
Curriculum review, documents, interviews, focus 
groups, and classroom observations were used to 
develop recommendations for incorporating gifted 
education reform in a magnet secondary school.




Gallagher, Stepien, & 
Rosenthal (1992)
Stepien, Gallagher, & 
Workman (1993)
VanTassel-Baska, et. ai 
(1998)
Johnson, Boyce, & 
VanTassel-Baska
(1996)
PBL and After experiencing a problem-based learning unit,
problem- students demonstrated increased abides in problem
solving solving skis.
PBL and Students in a problem-based learning station acquired 
content as much if not more content than students in a
acquisition traditional dassroom setting in the humaraties.
PBL and Students experiencing a PBL science curriculum
experimental demonstrated significant growth gains in their 
design understanding of experimental design elements.
Science Science textbooks did not meet the requirements
curriculum for either gifted or science reform issues; some
review modular science programs received high ratings
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Students in a fast-paced summer biology course 
did exceptionally well, suggesting gifted students 
could start science courses earlier than is currently 
practiced in the U.S.






Inquiry learning in a technology-rich environment 
in gifted classes impacts student thinking; 
technology should be used as a thinking tool and 
integrated into the curriculum.














Multiple measures of gifted students', especially 
girls, attitudes toward science were positively 
affected by a science enrichment program focused 
on research.
Gifted students attending a field-based research 
program experienced positive gains in their 
attitudes towards science.
Conclusion
In  summary, the specific strands under review in this research provide a 
collective focus fo r understanding how science reform  initiatives and best practices 
fo r gifted students link together. In  general, many o f the science reform initiatives, 
such as inquiry based learning, student-centered instruction, critical thinking, and 
concept development, complement the recommended practices in g ifted education. 
Research from both fie lds supports the application o f these recommendations fo r 
gifted learners taking a science course. Positive increases in students' attitudes, 
content acquisition, and overall achievement have occurred as a result o f the ir
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implementation. However, few studies specifically attem pt to examine the overall 
frequency o f use o f these recommendations in a science course fo r g ifted  high 
school students.
"Specialized schools fo r the g ifted serve several purposes, including providing 
models fo r high educational standards in a state and augmenting economic 
development (VanTassel-Baska, et.al., 1999, p. 173).” Are Virginia's Academic Year 
Governor's Schools a role model fo r implementation o f science reform initiatives and 
gifted education best practices? "Reformers should develop and refine models o f 
science teaching tha t align with the goals o f Benchmarks ond the Science Standards, 
use them as the basis fo r evaluation systems, and tie  s ta ff development to 
evaluation to produce a system that builds science teaching competency toward 
standards-based goals (AAAS, 1998, p. 49).” This study examined the extent to 
which science teachers in Academic Year Governor's Schools are adhering to  the 
national standards fo r suggested science instruction and are providing an 
appropriate learning environment fo r g ifted learners, and in doing so, are creating an 
environment tha t meets students' expectations fo r science instruction a t a 
specialized secondary school fo r gifted students.
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The Virginia Department o f Education (VDOE). and the school divisions within 
the ir service region govern Academic Year Governor's Schools in Virginia. Yet, actual 
implementation o f instructional strategies and course curriculum are developed and 
monitored by the schools themselves. Periodic (once every 3 or 4 years) reviews by 
the Virginia Department o f Education provide suggestions regarding a variety o f 
instructional and curricular matters.
Most of the critique o f Governor's School programs by the VDOE relies on a 
modified version o f the National Association fo r G ifted Children's Standards fo r 
G ifted Programs (NAGC, 1998). While many of the modifications under the 
instructional component o f th a t modified document link to  national science reform 
recommendations, schools must rely on teacher evaluation instruments to provide 
feedback regarding implementation o f science reform  recommendations. Since 
teacher evaluation instruments may or may not serve to evaluate the implementation 
o f science reform recommendations or the use of instructional strategies fo r gifted 
learners, this study examines the extent to which national science and gifted
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standards and instructional recommendations are being implemented in these 
specialized schools fo r the gifted.
Sample
A to ta l o f 15 Governor's Schools are located throughout the Commonwealth of 
Virginia. For this study, 13 Governor's Schools participated in this research. 
Therefore the sample size was almost the same as the population o f A'iGS  in the 
state. Regarding the two schools who did not participate in the study, one does not 
teach science and the other is under new directorship and did not consent. Thirteen 
directors from the participating schools returned completed surveys, representing 
100% participation.
Two o f the Governor's Schools are located in rural areas in the southwestern 
portion o f the state. Four o f the schools are located in large cities and are 
considered urban in the location. Finally, the remaining seven schools are located in 
rural sites in the central and eastern portions o f the state. Geographically, seven 
schools are located in or close to  the mountains; two schools are located in the 
Piedmont Region; four schools have coastal locations.
Participating instructors from  each school were high school teachers of 
advanced science courses tha t target mainly 11th and 12th grade students. Some
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schools hired teachers as full-tim e or part-tim e (adjunct) instructors, while other 
schools utilized personnel from supporting community colleges. The instructors tha t 
participated in th is  study had a variety o f backgrounds and experiences in both 
working w ith g ifte d  students and teaching science. An exact delineation o f the ir 
backgrounds will be discussed in Chapter 4 o f th is  study. For the instructor's survey, 
the sample size o f high school teachers was 54 out o f a possible 61 teachers o f 
advanced science courses fo r 11th and 12th graders in the 13 participating schools, 
representing 89% participation rate. A tota l o f 1190 student surveys were submitted 
to the study; these surveys were from students o f the 54 participating teachers. I t  
is uncertain as to  how many students chose not to  participate in the study. Advanced 
science classes and teachers were targeted fo r th is study to guarantee tha t the 
curriculum design and instruction was not driven by the Virginia Standards o f 
Learning requirements; a state regulated curriculum guide that may impact the 
teacher instructional practices.
Classroom observational data were collected from  four Governor's schools.
The initial proposal included classroom observations from  six Governor's Schools. 
These six schools were selected sites fo r observational data in order fo r the 
researcher feasibly to be able to reach the sites to  conduct the study, a lim itation 
in the research. However, due to weather conditions, two schools were not in session
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fo r much o f the researcher's time available fo r classroom observations. In  addition, 
partly due to  time constraints dictated by the snowfall and school closings, some 
follow-up classroom observations that were to  be conducted by school s ta ff were 
not conducted. In itia lly , the six schools were selected based on geographic location, 
program structure, and urban/rural classification. However, the fou r schools tha t 
were observed onsite s till reflected statewide diversity in respect to  demographics. 
Regarding demographics, two schools were urban in location, two schools were rural 
in location, one school was a full-day program, and three schools were shared-time 
programs. Teachers selected a t the four Governor's Schools were, fo r  the most 
part, the population of science teachers available within those schools. A to ta l o f 19 
teachers participated in a to ta l o f 39 classroom observations in the study.
Research Questions
The following questions were examined as components o f th is study:
1. How do science teachers' instructional practices vary by the following 
demographics: urban vs. rural location; fulltim e vs. shared-time 
programs; teacher content area mastery vs. pedagogical certification; 
science ability vs. general academic ability as entry c rite ria  fo r 
students?
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2. What are the specific science instructional reform  initiatives being 
employed by science teachers in specialized schools fo r  the gifted?
3. What are the specific g ifte d  education instructional strategies being 
employed by AYGS science teachers?
4. W ith what frequency do teachers in specialized secondary schools 
report using science reform  instructional initiatives; w ith what 
frequency are instructional strategies fo r the gifted reportedly 
employed by these teachers?
5. What relationship exists between students', teachers', and outside 
observers' perceptions o f science instruction in advanced science 
courses a t AY GS?
Procedures
In itia lly , the researcher contacted each participating Governor's School 
director (Appendix A) to  inform them tha t they would be receiving materials to 
assist in conducting the researcher's study and to schedule an on-site visit at the 
particular AYGS where teacher observations would be conducted. A ll the 
administrators were sent a le tte r th a t explained the study (Appendix B), participant 
consent forms (Appendix C), and two demographic surveys; one tha t was completed
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by the director (Appendix D) and the other that was completed by the participating 
instructors at the school (Appendix E). These forms provided the demographic 
information on the AYGS, the director, and the instructors, as well as additional 
information regarding the instructors' perception o f the ir implementation o f reform  
initiatives in science and g ifted education. Accompanying these forms were the 
student classroom survey (Appendix F) forms. Directions were sent with these 
forms, instructing the director to distribute and collect the forms from students of 
participating teachers. A le tte r to the students' parents and a parental consent form 
(Appendix 6) was provided to the director should he/she feel consent forms were 
required to survey students. The director was instructed to group students' 
responses by course and by instructor. The survey ascertained students' perceptions 
of their teachers' use o f instructional strategies a t the school.
O f the AYGS participating in the survey study, only four schools had on-site 
investigations conducted over the length of the study. A t these four schools, the 
directors determined a schedule fo r the researcher's classroom visitation.
Therefore, visitations to the classroom were planned, and teachers knew of the 
researchers' intent to  observe class tha t day and time. Subsequent follow-up 
observations by either the researcher or another d irector were unannounced 
observations. Classroom observations o f science courses were conducted using the
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Science and G ifted Education Classroom Observation Form (Appendix H). The 
observation form consists o f two parts; the f irs t page was the  researcher's scripted 
observation of the classroom and lesson the second page provided the researcher 
with a checklist o f teacher behaviors and classroom indicators tha t require a 
checkmark to indicate their presence in the classroom. Each page o f the observation 
form provided the researcher w ith insights into the utilization o f reform  initiatives 
in science and g ifted education in science classrooms at AYGS. Each observation 
lasted approximately 30 minutes. The visitation schedules included classroom 
observations fo r each o f the participating teachers and time in the schedule fo r the 
researcher to interview the participating teachers using Teacher Interview 
questions at the bottom of the f ir s t  page o f the observation form . These questions 
were used to clarify and verify the researcher's scripted observations of the 
observed lesson.
For the four schools slated fo r classroom observations, the researcher visited 
each school to do in itia l classroom observations o f participating teachers. During the 
visit to  two schools, the researcher trained the AYGS director or an appointed 
representative (referred to as the 'assistant researcher') on the use o f the 
observational instrument. The training procedure consisted o f the following steps: 1) 
the researcher explained all aspects o f the observational form  and procedure to the
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assistant researcher; 2) the researcher and the assistant researcher observed at 
least three classrooms, individually completing a Science and S ifted  Education 
Classroom Observational Form fo r each observation; 3) a fte r the teacher interview, 
the observers compared scripting and the indication o f observed behaviors; 4) a 
comparison o f the researcher's form  and the assistant researcher's form was made 
and differences were discussed; 5) if  the assistant researcher did not feel 
comfortable w ith the form a fte r three observations, the assistant was allowed to 
participate in the remaining observations.
Due to  the unfortunate weather conditions and the loss o f many school days 
to closings, the time available fo r observations was greatly diminished. Even when 
school was in session, teachers were conducting tests and hosting special events that 
restricted the observational time even fu rthe r. In  addition, some directors were 
faced with less time to conduct administrative duties, and therefore, opted not to 
make additional observations under the time constraints. A t the conclusion o f the 
observational period, the AY GS d irector forwarded all observation forms and any 
additional classroom materials from those observations to  the researcher. The 
researcher sent reminder emails and placed phone calls i f  the observations forms 
and survey forms were not returned within a predetermined timeframe.
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For each site, data were numbered to  represent the school site {e.g., S I, S2, 
S3 fo r site designation) as well as the returned surveys {e.g., SID, S2D, S3D fo r 
director's survey; S il l,  S1I2, S1I3 fo r instructor surveys). In  addition, 
corresponding student classroom surveys and classroom observations had 
identification markers so they might be properly linked fo r the purpose of analysis 
{eg.. S1I101, 511102, S1I103 fo r classroom observation would link to S1I1S fo r 
student classroom survey). All data were entered into a database fo r the purpose of 
analysis.
Instrumentation
The researcher adapted the classroom observation form , the Science and 
G ifted Education Classroom Observation (SGECO) Form, from  existing forms used at 
the College o f William and Mary. The form is comprised o f 28 items; 22 items are 
modified from  the WAM External Observer Form developed by the Center fo r 
G ifted Education a t the College o f William and Mary (Avery, 1999), and 6 items were 
modifications o f science classroom indicators taken from  the Curriculum Reform 
Classroom Indicators in a Guide To Teaching A Problem-Based Science Curriculum 
(Center fo r G ifted Education College of William and Mary, 1997b). The W A M 
External Observation Instrument was found to  have a content validity rating o f .96
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(Avery 6 VanTassel-Baska. under review) and a .63 in te r-ra ter re liab ility (Avery, 
1999). The sub-categories o f the W A M External Observation instrument were 
found to have a .82 in te r-ra te r re liability using Cohens Kappa (Peng, 2001).
The f ir s t page o f the S6EC0 requires the observer to  script his/her 
observations o f the classroom instruction. The next page contains a 28-item 
behavior lis t on which the observer is to  record a check mark fo r observed by 
marking the appropriate box beside each behavior, and leaving the box blank to 
indicate a non-observed behavior. The behaviors are comprised o f two major 
components: g ifted  education initiatives and science reform initiatives. Indicators o f 
g ifted education and science reform can be sub-categorized into general teaching 
strategies (questions 1-8), problem-solving strategies (questions 9-14), critical 
thinking strategies (questions 15-19), metacognition (questions 20-22), and science 
reform indicators (questions 23-28).
Review o f this instrument by three experts in both science and g ifted 
education was conducted prior to its use in the study to establish the validity of the 
instrument. The researcher noted the experts' suggestions, but made only minor 
changes to the instrument's wording. Most suggestions offered by the experts 
highlighted the ir feelings tha t many students, and perhaps some teachers, may not 
understand the educational wording used in the instrument in the 28-item behavioral
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list. While the researcher wanted to  maintain the instrument in a form  as close as 
possible to the W <S M External Observer Form, the researcher did add a few 
examples as part o f some o f the behavioral lis t items.
The observation time lasted approximately 30 minutes. A composite score o f 
observed behaviors was determined by summing the items checked on each 
observation form. In  addition, once the observations were entered into a database, 
the behaviors were summed according to each o f the 28-item behaviors, and overall 
according to the major categories (general teaching behaviors, problem solving, 
critical thinking, metacognition, and science reform indicators).
The researcher developed the director, instructor, and student classroom 
surveys fo r the purpose of th is study. The instructor and student survey forms were 
piloted on a group of science teachers (n=7) and students (n=35) prior to  the 
instrument's use. All science teachers in one school were given the instructor's 
survey form to complete and comment on regarding form at, wording and ease of use. 
Similarly, two advanced-science classes o f students were given the students' survey 
form  to complete and comment on regarding format, wording, and ease o f use. A fte r 
reviewing the comments from science teachers and students, the researcher made 
modifications to the wording o f demographic questions and layout o f the instrument;
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however, the 28-item science and gifted education behavioral list remained, fo r the 
most part, unchanged.
The director and instructor surveys included items such as levels o f education 
attained, years in position and total years o f involvement in education, and training in 
science and g ifted education. In  addition, each survey contained forced choice and 
open-ended questions dealing with school issues, such as program goals, s ta ff 
development, and teacher evaluation. On the instructor's survey, an additional 
question replicated the behaviors found on the Science and Gifted Education 
Classroom Observation Form, but asked fo r responses in a six-level Likert scale 
format. Similarly, fo r the purpose of this study, the students' classroom survey form  
also contained the six-level Likert scale form at o f observed classroom behaviors, 
plus two additional questions. Both instructor and student survey forms asked 
participants to provide additional demographic data.
Data Analysis
Analysis o f the data occurred at three levels. The f irs t level o f analysis was 
descriptive and examined Governor's Schools at the sta te level in tota lity. 
Demographic data on each site and the directors was summarized into a table; th is 
information was obtained from the director's surveys. Also a t the state level, some
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o f the demographic information regarding instructors and students was summarized. 
These summations, not only provided an overall view o f the schools and participants 
in the study, but served, in part, as answers fo r some o f the research questions. 
Some comparisons were made between groups o f schools, depending on various 
factors, such as location and program focus.
A t the classroom level o f analysis, the student and instructor survey forms 
served as the foundation fo r the study. Frequency counts on the 28-item behavioral 
lis t provided specific information on the science and g ifte d  strategies tha t are being 
implemented in AYGS science classrooms and w ith what frequency they are being 
implemented; L ikert scale responses provided a measure o f instructors' and students' 
perceptions o f the use of science reform and g ifte d  education recommended 
instructional practices. Various groupings o f both student and instructor responses 
were made to fa c ilita te  analysis of various demographic groupings required by the 
research questions. Chi-square analysis on the frequency counts from students' 
responses and teachers' responses were conducted fo r these various groupings.
Due to the low numbers o f actual classroom observations (n=39), individual 
classes were not analyzed relative to all three forms (student, teacher, and 
classroom observation) as originally intended. Instead, the observations were 
combined to  give an overall view of what teacher behaviors were occurring in the
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classrooms; these were then compared to  the frequency distribution findings of the 
teacher and student surveys.
Finally, the researcher looked fo r themes that occurred among the open- 
ended responses o f directors, instructors, and students (Glesne & Peshkin, 1992). 
Individual comments were extracted to serve as representative examples o f the 
comments made by directors, instructors, or students.
The Research Methodology Matrix in Table 2 presents the five research 
questions investigated by the study, the instrumentation used to explore the 
question, and the data analysis used to determine the results.
Table 2
Research Methodology M a trix
Research Question Instrumentation Data Analysis
1. How do science 
teachers' instructional 
practices vary by the 
following demographics: 
urban vs. rural location; 
fulltime vs. shared-time 
programs; teacher 
content area mastery vs. 
pedagogical 
certification; science 
ability vs. general 
academic ability as entry 
criteria fo r students?
• Director’s Survey
• Instructor’s Survey
• Science and Gifted 
Education Classroom 
Observation Form
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Research Question / / Xtiifna(«  ^ -;. . DatoAnctfysis
2. What are the specific 
science instructional 
reform initiatives being 
employed by science 
teachers in specialized 
schools fo r the gifted?








3. What are the specific 
gifted education 
instructional strategies 
being employed by AYGS 
science teachers?








4. With what frequency 
do teachers in 
specialized secondary 
schools report using 
science reform  
instructional initiatives; 
with what frequency are 
instructional strategies 
fo r the g ifted 
reportedly employed by 
these teachers?
5. What relationship 
exists between 
students', teachers', and 
outside observers' 
perceptions o f science 
instruction in advanced 
science courses a t 
AY GS?




• Students' Classroom 
Surveys
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Limitations and Delimitations of the Study
The interpretation and discussion o f results o f th is study were made in 
o f the following constraints:
The entire  population of Academic Year Governor's Schools was 
not selected; however, the 13 Governor's Schools participating in the 
study are representative, in respect to geographic location and mission, 
o f the 15 Governor’s Schools across Virginia. While one school focuses 
on the performing arts, the other non-participating Governor's School 
has a fu ll-tim e program, which would have added to the data of the two 
other fu ll-tim e programs. Since full-tim e programs tend to have more 
students, th is  program classification was under-represented in the 
total study.
The researcher, a director o f a Governor's School, was a 
participant in the study, as was the Governor's School at which she 
works. Since both teachers and students were aware o f th is fact, the 
self-report data from both of these groups may not be representative 
of the true situation. More specially, bias o f results toward a more 
positive or frequent use o f strategies from students and teachers may
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have been indicated and, perhaps, a more positive indication o f the 
science course from students. Since the researcher was involved in the 
classroom observations, there may have been some bias by the 
researcher regarding the observed behaviors; with the researcher 
indicating more behaviors during observation than might be witnessed 
by an objective observer.
Each classroom observation was a lim ited view o f the actual 
instruction th a t occurs in the classroom over the academic school year; 
a very small snapshot o f instructional practices. The instructor's 
knowledge o f the observation day may have impacted the findings.
W ith limited observations and possible researcher impact on 
observation outcomes, the reader, in interpreting these findings, 
should be cautious in drawing conclusions.
Survey information from students and instructors was self- 
reported and open to personal interpretation, meaning, and bias. I t  is 
anticipated th a t both personal and environmental factors on the day 
the surveys were completed may have colored or impacted the 
respondents’ perceptions.
For manageability, the researcher obtained classroom
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observational data from  only four schools. Furthermore, the 
researcher was able to obtain a trained individual from  only two of the 
AY GS sites to collect the second and th ird  classroom observations on 
participating teachers in order to make the study manageable. Three 
on-site visits by the researcher to even four Governor's schools across 
the state could not be feasibly accomplished w ithin the timeframe of 
the dissertation process, given extreme weather conditions. The 
limited number of classroom observations lim its the generalizability o f 
the findings related to  th is study component.
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C hapter 4  
Analysis of Results
Introduction
The primary purpose o f th is study was to  examine the use o f 28 d iffe re n t 
instructional strategies by science teachers in specialized secondary schools fo r the 
gifted. These instructional strategies were selected because of the ir recommended 
use with g ifted students and the ir recommended implementation in science 
instruction by national science educational organizations. In  conducting the 
investigation, data were collected from  four sources: the directors o f the 
specialized secondary high school, the advanced-level science instructors that 
volunteered to be in the study, the students o f the instructors tha t agreed to 
participate in the study, and a lim ited sample o f classroom observations o f some of 
the participating instructors.
In  examining the use of the instructional strategies, the relationship between 
students' perceptions of the frequency with which their teacher implemented the 
strategy and the teachers' perceptions o f the frequency of strategy implementation 
were explored. Various demographic data about the school and the instructors were 
used to fu rthe r explore relationships tha t might influence instructional strategy 
implementation. Finally, qualitative comments from  both instructors and students
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were used to provide additional insights into the statistical f  indings.
There were five questions that were the focus o f th is  study: 1) How do 
science teachers' instructional practices vary by the following demographics: urban 
vs. rural location; fu lltim e vs. shared-time programs; teacher content area mastery 
vs. pedagogical certification; and science ab ility vs. general academic ability as entry 
criteria  fo r students?, 2) What are the specific science instructional reform 
initiatives being employed by science teachers in specialized schools fo r the gifted?, 
3) What are the specific g ifted  education instructional strategies being employed by 
AYGS science teachers?, 4) W ith what frequency do teachers in specialized 
secondary schools report using science reform  instructional initiatives; with what 
frequency are instructional strategies fo r the g ifted  reportedly employed by these 
teachers?, and 5) What relationship exists between students', teachers', and outside 
observers' perceptions o f science instruction in advanced science courses at AYGS?
A fte r initial emails were made to Academic Year Governor's School directors 
to ascertain the ir willingness to participate in the study, packets of information 
containing the following were sent to each director: a le tte r o f participation and 
director's survey, le tte rs  o f participation and instructor's survey (n = 6), a 
reproducible copy o f the student and parent consent form, a reproducible copy of 
the student classroom survey form, and a postage-guaranteed Fed-ex return
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envelope. All 14 possible schools were sent pockets, although one school, under a new 
director, had not indicated willingness to participate in the study. Six o f the 
directors received handwritten notification enclosed in the packet that indicated 
that the ir school was selected fo r classroom observations. The director's 
participation le tte r requested that s/he return all forms, including those from 
instructors and students in the enclosed Fed-ex envelope. Seven o f the 14 schools 
replied through email th a t they had received the packets o f information. Directors 
were given one month to  obtain and return the completed information.
W ithin three weeks, three schools had returned th e ir survey forms. One week 
prior to the deadline given, follow-up emails were sent to  the remaining 11 schools to 
remind them o f the deadline and to query whether they were on track w ith their 
data collection. Most o f the directors replied immediately to  the email. Several 
indicated that, while they had received completed forms from  the ir instructors, 
they had not had the opportunity to collect student forms. However, plans had been 
made to collect the student forms in the upcoming week. Unfortunately, weather 
conditions throughout the state prevented many of the schools located in the 
north/northeast and western part of the state from attending classes. Due to the 
weather conditions, most o f the remaining schools were unable to  meet the deadline; 
fo r some schools, it  was almost one month a fte r the deadline before the forms were
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submitted. During tha t timeframe, several follow-up emails and correspondence 
occurred to insure the progress o f the data collection. Eventually, all schools 
returned the necessary information except fo r the  one school tha t had never 
committed to participation in the study. A total o f 13 schools and the ir directors, 
and 54 science instructors participated in the study.
The six schools tha t were slated fo r classroom observations were initially 
contacted and tentatively scheduled fo r visitation. Due to the weather conditions at 
the scheduled visitation times, only four of the six schools were visited. O f those 
four schools, only two indicated a willingness to assign someone the task o f learning 
to use the SGECO and conducting second and th ird  classroom observations on 
participating teachers. The other two schools indicated that due to  the fact that 
they had missed so many days o f school, they were behind in other administrative or 
organizational activities tha t had to be addressed. In  summary, all four schools had 
participating teachers tha t were observed at least once and two schools had 
participating teachers tha t were observed three times. A total o f 39 observations 
were made across the four schools.
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School and Director Demographics
The D irector Surveys contained questions that ascertained personal 
information about the directors as well as demographic information about the 
schools. At the beginning o f the survey, directors were asked to respond to 
questions about the school's focus, student population, and student selection. The 
results from this area of the survey were used to delineate the student and/or 
instructor frequency responses based on certain criteria. The following section of 
the survey asked directors to provide specific demographic data regarding the ir 
years at the site, the ir role, and the ir educational background. This information was 
used to provide additional understanding o f overall findings. Finally, the  directors 
provided insights into s ta ff development opportunities fo r instructors in the areas 
o f science education and g ifted education, the role they played in providing 
instructional guidance, and the types o f documentation used to  evaluate instruction. 
Again, this information was used to provide additional understandings o f overall 
findings.
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Results:
Demographic information from the participating schools indicates tha t the 
number of students served by the schools were 1670 and 582 fo r both o f the fu ll­
time high school programs down to 23 students fo r one shared-time rural program. 
Excluding these extremes, the mean number o f students served by the remaining 10 
shared-time program schools was 212 students. All but one school indicated that 
the focus o f th e ir school was math and/or science. Only one school indicated 
otherwise; th is school indicated that Government and International Studies was its  
focus. Most o f the schools do not reveal th is  strong math/science focus in the ir 
school names. Therefore, any statistical analysis by school focus/program would not 
be valid, given tha t 92% of the schools focus in math and/or science. O f the three 
possible location choices presented in the survey, the directors indicated tha t two 
o f the ir schools were considered urban (15%), three schools were considered 
suburban (23%), and eight schools were considered rural (62%). Since the focus of 
the f irs t research question deals only w ith urban and rural dassifications, the three 
suburban schools, a fte r investigation by the researcher, were redassified to urban; 
thereby making the classification breakdown 38% urban and 62% rural.
The next question dealt with the selection criteria  o f students used by the 
school. Almost all o f the schools indicated tha t they used multiple crite ria  in the
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selection of students fo r the program, making it  impossible to  address the 
component o f Research question #1 dealing with the academic ability o f students as 
based on science ability or general academic ability. Nine directors indicated tha t 
the school division(s) played a role in the selection o f students fo r the school. Most 
indicated that the home school division selected students fo r initial consideration by 
the AYGS fo r admission to the program. Only one school indicated tha t the d is tric ts  
alone had sole responsibility fo r selection o f its  students. Criteria fo r the school 
d istricts' selection process were not provided. Table 3 represents the student 
selection crite ria  findings.
Table 3
Student Selection C riteria
DK/iciofi Strong T each er
GPA PSAT SAT Curricular j J?/ls!on Sdence/Math D c Other. .. Selection -  . _. RecommendationsACDvnes nacKprouno
12 6 4 6 9 12 12 4
(92%) (46%) (31%) (46%) (69% ) (92%) (92%) (31%)
The comments provided by directors in the 'Other' column were as follows: 
principal recommendations, counselor recommendations, scores on math and writing 
assessments, aptitude and achievement writing samples, Naglieri Non-Verbal ability 
assessment, and a student observation form.
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In  terms o f defining the ir role in the program, 92% o f the directors indicated 
tha t they were administrators o f the program. One director did not answer the 
question. O f the answering directors, three directors indicated tha t they were also 
instructors in the program (25%). The mean number o f years fo r directors serving in 
the ir positions was 4.9 years with the range being from 6 months to  18 years.
All directors indicated that they had a Bachelors degree, with eight (62%) 
indicating a degree in a math or science background and five (38%) indicating 
degrees in areas unrelated to  math or science. All directors indicated that they had 
a Master's degree. The breakdown fo r the Master's degree indicated that four 
(31%) are in math or science disciplines, six (46%) are in education/administration, 
and three (23%) are in Reading, Guidance, or not stated. Three o f the directors 
(23%) indicated that they had obtained Ph.D./Ed.D.s; two in the area o f 
Instructional Technology and one in the area of Organic Chemistry. Two of the 
directors indicated tha t they were working towards Ph.D./Ed.D.s in the area o f 
Educational Leadership and/or Science/Curriculum. In  terms o f additional training in 
g ifted education, seven (54%) indicated tha t they had taken additional coursework in 
gifted education, four (31%) indicated that they were endorsed in g ifted  education, 
one (7%) indicated that s/he had an Master's degree in g ifted education, and one 
(7%) indicated s/he was about to receive a Ph.D. with an emphasis in g ifted
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education. Another question explored the additional education th a t directors had in 
the area o f science education. Essentially, d irectors indicated th a t the information 
noted in the degree attainment section o f the  survey captured the information that 
was reported in th is section. Table 4 provides an overall summary o f degree 
attainment by the directors.
Table 4
Degree A ttainm ent o f b ire c to rs
Degree Attainment Bachelors Degree Master's Degree Ph.D./Ed.D.
Degrees Oueral
Degrees in a Math/Sdence Field














A question dealing with faculty selection fo r the school allowed directors to 
check multiple options as appropriate. For options tha t indicate tha t the s ite  has no 
control, a personnel department representative o f the college or school division 
usually decides selection o f faculty. Table 5 shows the percentages o f schools that 
use stated crite ria  fo r science teacher selection.
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(Percentages) Science Teacher/Faculty Selection
6 Based on a resume that meets minimum requirements of teaching
(46%)
0 Facufty «« selected by total colege; sfte has no control
8 As part of the interview, faculty must demonstrate knowledge of teaching skills for the
(62%) selection committee
8 rttcmy nas ws ocyCc wi <0100011 or spcncc nco
(62%)
10 Interview with selection committee
(77%)
3 Faculty are selected by local school dMsion; ste has no control
(23%)
4 Other (responses included -  teach to students, interview with students, local schools or
(31%) college makes selection after site narrows down the choices)
The second question on the survey asked directors to  provide two educational 
goals that serve as the major foci fo r instruction at th e ir school. Two directors did 
not respond to th is question. O f the 11 responding directors, the most common 
responses dealt w ith issues o f curriculum fo r students o f a specialized school (487o). 
Another frequent response dealt with the integration o f technology into instruction 
(17%). Finally, the application o f concepts/knowledge (13%), provision o f social 
climate (13%). and the promotion of problem-solving skills (9%) completed the
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responses. Table 6 below provides a detailed accounting o f the directors' responses 
regarding the ir school foci.
Table 6
D irectors' Responses Regarding School Foci
School Directors' Responses Regarding School Foci
1 The integration of technology as an instructional tool and the integration of a research- 
based approach in math and science dasses.
2  Bufldbig acommunftyof learner and the appBcadon of knowledge/concepts wRhin the 
instructional approach.
3  Develop problem-solving skills and provide educational hands-on experience in marine/ 
environmental science that will have direct impact on our local resources.
4  Teach advanced course work and the Integration of advanced jfted learning with regular 
education instruction.
5  Develop an integrated curriculum and apply communication skills and math and science 
knowledge to real-life problem-solving opportunities.
m n m  SCUQKS f i  16M 6Q w SGQIBi pWGQOB Qf KBOOinC QBQPM165 onu 016 U56 or
primary resources for content is preferred.
7  Continued success at 100% pass-rate on all end-of-course tests and to continue in the
use of technology for instructional purposes.
wocgwrwOf awengwj cumcuMH mi w  tout suBject awes: injBHi mam, socooe^
0 soda! science, and the integration of these dhcip8nes» of technology and of comtnunfty-
enhanced instructional experiences into the curriculum.
g Prepare students for all areas of study and provide students with both curriculum and co-
curricular opportunities that support the mission of the school.
10 leacnng runoamenias or reseercn ana me imegraoon or tecnnoiogy across tne 
curriculum.
11 Academically challenges students and supports peer group interaction.
(Ttoo directors dU not respond to this question) ^
The next five  questions on the survey pertained to issues surrounding s ta ff 
evaluation and s ta ff development. For the th ird  question on the survey, all schools
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indicated some form  o f documentation was used to evaluate instructional practices. 
Seven o f the directors indicated tha t they use multiple methods to  document 
instruction. Five directors (38%) indicated tha t they use scripting of the classroom 
observation; ten directors (77%) indicated they use a checklist as an observational 
tool; two directors (15%) noted that they use videotapes to  capture and evaluate 
instruction; and four directors (31%) indicated tha t they use teacher portfolios in 
the documenting o f instructional practices. Five directors indicated additional 
options were used to  evaluate instruction. Two directors (15%) reported using 
student survey/observation forms while each o f the remaining three directors 
mentioned one (7%) o f the following: spatial analysis; team on-line evaluation, and 
review of records. In  summary, the majority o f AYGS use multiple measures to 
evaluate instructional practices.
Table 7 below provides insights into Questions 4, 5, 6, and 7 on the survey. 
These questions deal with the frequency of s ta ff development opportunities over 
the past three years in science education and g ifted  education, as well as the types 
o f s ta ff development services offered at those sessions. A summary look at these 
questions reveals a difference between the s ta ff development opportunities 
presented in science education versus those presented in g ifte d  education. In 
essence, science s ta ff development opportunities occur more often (usually 2-4
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times per year, 38% responses) and tend to focus on the integration o f technology 
into instruction (84%) and the development o f inquiry-based labs (62%), whereas 
gifted education s ta ff development opportunities usually occur only once per year 
(38%) and tend to  focus on a variety o f topics (three topics a t the highest 
percentage o f 46% - integration o f technology, hands-on approaches, and grouping 
strategies). As a fina l comment, it  should be noted tha t two directors did not 
comment on the science questions and that three directors did not comment on the 
gifted questions; however, percentages were computed based on the entire sample 
size.
Table 7
S ta ff Development Opportunities Presented____________________________
Opportunity S 8  8
$  ■ a  ^  - a
LLi UJ
15% 15%
One staff development session annually 23% 38%
31% 7%
5-7 staff development sessions annually 7% 7%
0 0
Other (paid course work; teachers select their own; discussion at 
faculty meetings) 15% 31%
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Opportunity S 8  £  S
#  -o  ^  -o
ix j  i u
In service on integrating technology 84% 46%
In-service on questioning strategies 38% 38%
In service on concept mapping 23% 7%
In-service on PBL -  problem-based learning 31% 38%
In-service on project-based work 46% 23%
In-service on problem-solving 31% 31%
In-service on hands-on approaches 46% 46%
In-service on developing inquiry-based labs 62% 23%
In-service on inquiry approach 23% 23%
In-service on interdisciplinary perspectives 46% 46%
In-service on grouping strategies 31% 38%
In-service on other: learner characteristics 0 7%
Finally, Question # 8  asked directors to comment on their role in providing 
instructional guidance to instructors. All directors responded to th is question, 
indicating some level o f participation in providing guidance. The m ajority o f directors 
were involved in dedicating funds to  support conference travel (n = 12, 92%), were 
available upon request to discuss instructional issues (n = 11, 84%), and conducted 
classroom observations and provided critique (n = 12. 92%). Only two directors (15%)
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indicated tha t they teach a class as a model fo r instructional practice, and only four 
directors (31%) indicated tha t they teach a class regularly. In  contrast, nine 
directors (69%) indicated they discuss instructional methods a t faculty meetings 
while six directors (46%) stipulated tha t they determine all s ta ff development and 
in-service opportunities.
Instructor Demographics and Survey
The Instructor's Survey served to gather demographic data on 54 teachers 
tha t participated in the study and to ascertain the ir perceptions o f the ir use o f 28 
instructional strategies. The f ir s t  page o f the survey form  asked respondents to 
supply demographic data on th e ir position, years o f service at tha t site, years of 
service a t other schools, total years teaching, total years teaching science, total 
years working with academically g ifte d  students, grade level assignment, and the 
current course(s) they were teaching.
The next section of the survey required instructors to  indicate the ir degrees 
and any special certificates or endorsements. Additional sections dealt with the 
instructors’ participation over the past three years in science education or gifted 
education opportunities.
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On the following pages o f the survey, instructors were presented with a 28- 
question survey o f a variety o f instructional practices in the categories of general 
teaching strategies, problem-solving strategies, critica l thinking strategies, 
metacognition, and science reform  indicators. Instructors were to  indicate a 
particular course that the survey was being completed fo r and then assign a value to 
each strategy according to how often they implemented the strategy in their 
classroom. A final section was labeled 'Other Comments* fo r teachers to make open 
remarks, as they deemed appropriate.
Results:
Representing the th irteen participating schools in the study were 54 science 
teachers of advanced science courses, predominately comprised o f 11th and 12th 
grade students. O f the five science disciplines represented in the study, physics 
instructors accounted fo r 34% of the respondents (n =18), biology instructors 
accounted fo r 29% of the respondents (n =16), chemistry instructors accounted fo r 
17% o f the respondents (n =9), environmental science instructors accounted fo r 15% 
o f the respondents (n =8), and advanced research/technology instructors accounted 
fo r 5% of the respondents (n =3). Collectively, the instructors had a mean of 7.5 
years teaching at the ir site, w ith a range of service from  6 months to  18 years. They
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averaged a tota l o f 8.3 years teaching at other sites and a to ta l mean time in the 
teaching profession o f 17.2 years. Closely related to  th is average was the mean fo r 
the number o f years instructors spent teaching science (16.9 years). The mean of 
the years instructors spent teaching gifted students was 11.7 years.
Based on the wording o f the question, it  appears th a t the instructors were 
educated in science as opposed to education at the Bachelors level. However, we 
cannot know th is fo r sure. A t the Master's level, 87% o f the respondents had 
degrees, o f which 36 (67%) were in a science or math-related fie ld, and 11 (20%) 
were in the fie ld  o f education. Sixteen instructors (30%) had the ir Ph.D./Ed.D., with 
14 (26%) instructors having degrees in a science or math fie ld  and two (4%) having 
degrees in education. In  addition, 29 instructors (54%) had either degrees or 
certification in g ifted education. Table 8 reflects these findings.
Table 8
Degree Attainm ent o f In s tru c to rs
Bachelors Degree Master's Degree Ph.D./Ed.D.
Degrees in a Math/Science Field










Degree in Other Fields or Degree 
Focus Not Specified 0 0 0
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In  the subsequent sections o f the survey, instructors were to  indicote the ir 
participation in additional training opportunities in both science education and gifted 
education. For clarification, the  term  'in-service* refers to sessions tha t usually 
contain multiple topics in a lecture-oriented presentation, and the term  'workshop* 
re fe rs to  a session that usually focuses on one topic area with a hands-on component 
fo r the development o f materials or the useful practice of materials related to the 
topic. According to the percentages, the most attended science education 
opportunity was a state/national conference (72%), with attendance at a school- 
sponsored teacher in-service (57%) as the ir second most attended event. For the 
most attended g ifted education opportunity, instructors selected a school-sponsored 
teacher in-service (44%), w ith attendance at faculty meetings to  discuss educational 
practices (41%) selected as th e ir second most attended event. Attendance at 
state/national conferences, while the most selected response in science education, 
was selected by 33% of the instructors when it pertained to g ifte d  education. In  
the category that states there was no opportunity fo r s ta ff development over the 
past three years, 5% of the instructors indicated this was the case fo r science 
education and 15% o f the instructors indicated this was the case fo r g ifted  
education. In  every category o f opportunity except th is one, instructors
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participated less often in g ifted  education opportunities than in science education. 
Table 9 reflects these findings.
Table 9



















No opportunities for staff development over the past three years 3(5%) 8(15%)
Attendance at local/national conferences 39 (72%) 18 (33%)
Additional college/university comes 26(48%) 8(15%)
School-sponsored teacher in-service 31 (57%) 24 (44%)
Mentor/peer guidance 17(31%) 8(17%)
Faculty meetings to discuss educational practices 25(46%) 22 (41%)
School-sponsored teacher workshops 22(41%) 13(24%)
College or organization sponsored teacher workshops 26 (48%) 8 (15%)
Other -  PTA speaker on G/T 0 1(2%)
The largest component in the instructors' survey was the 28-item 
questionnaire that asked teachers to assign a value to each o f the items. Some 
teachers did not respond to all o f the 28 items, occasionally indicating they did not 
understand a word or the wording of the statement. Instructors were asked to
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assign one o f the following values to the instructional practices as implemented in 
the ir science classroom: 1 = not at all; 2 = a few times a year: 3 = once every couple 
o f months; 4 = once or twice a month; 5 = at least once a week; 6 = daily. All 
responses on the questionnaire were analyzed fo r frequency counts. On many o f the 
items, the majority o f teachers assigned frequency values o f range o f 3 to 6, and 
few, if  any, teachers assigned values of 1 to 2. Table 10 re flects these results.
Table 10
In s tructo rs ' Reponses to the 28-Item  Survey
g *
|  jE Instructional Behavior < 
6  ~
response Frequency given as Percentages
" a l l3* Jnnual,y b im o n th ly  m o n th ly  w e e k ly  d a i ly
Uses flexible patterns of 
1 grouping students when 93 11.1 9.2 31.5 24.1 143
delivering a lesson
2  Presents the lesson in
several ways 
j(j Provides activities fix
Jj* 3 students to apply
& knowledge to new
situations 
?  Provides the opportunity
■6 4  for students to use
8  technology
1.8 1.8 5.6 22.2 50.0 18.6
1.8 1.8 26.0 61.1 93
2.3 14.0 37.2 46.5
Uses hands-on 
approaches, such as
5 journals, experiments, 8t 0 1.9 0 22.2 68.5 7.4
manipulatives
Uses cooperative or
6  collaborative learning 0 1.8 9.4 37.8 37.8 13.2
strategies
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y response Frequency given as Percentages
£ Instructional Behavior i
n o c a t  ^  4  5  6
a n n u a l ly  b im o n th ly  m o n th ly  w e e k ly  d a i ly
Mkwis students to ' r /  • •>. . • ..
cflscover central ideas on
7 their own through 1.9 7.4 11.1 27.8 37.0 143
activities and/or questions
Emphasizes higher level
8  thinking strategies/skills 0 1.8 0 1.8 50.0 46.4
Uses activities or 
9 questions which allow 
stuoencs id  oramstonn 
ideas or alternatives
Uses activities or 
1Q questions which allow 
students to define
143 7.4 33.4 33.4 11.0
1.9 11.5 11.5 36.6 28.9 9.7
3.7 11.1 18.5 42.6 20.4 3.7
problems 
Uses activities or 
questions which allow 
11 students to develop, 3.7 93 16.7 20.4 273 223
select and implement 
solutions to problems 
Uses activities or 
. 2  questions which allow 
students to explore 
multiple interpretations 
Uses activities or questions 
which alow students to use
13 7.4 143 11.1 29.6 313 5.6cxprcsaonsrortnerwonc
(charts, graphs, videos, art;
music, journals; etc)
Uses activities or 
questions which allow
14 students to self-select 13.0 35.2 14.8 25.9 9.3 1.8
topics for further 
investigation
Provides opportunities for
I S  15 0  l7 -°  “ -9 * *  2 4 5  1 3 J
situations or issues
Provides opportunities for 
16 students to compare and 0 3.8 5.6 32.1 39.6 18.9
contrast
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y response Frequency given as Percentages
5 Instructional Behavior i _
£  ^  2  3  4  5  6
a n n u a l ly  b im o n th ly  m o n th ly  w e e k ly  d a ily
Provides opportunMesfor
17 3.7 3.7 11.1 295 315 20.4irom speanc obd tome
aostraa
Provides opportunities for 
ia  students to synthesize or , n , Q,  1QC
18 summarize information 3 7 7 4 14 8 26 0 29 6 18 5
across or within disciplines
Provides opportunities for 
studoits to dcbite poMs




20 planning, monitoring, self- 19.6 27.5 11.8 13.7 17.6 9.8
reflection or self-appraisal
for the student
Pm uifUc  nrm nrtim fttae far
21 students to think about 11.5 175 175 195 195 15.4
their own thinking
Provides opportunities for
22 students to reflect on their 5.6 20.4 14.8 16.7 29.6 12.9
own performance
Uses major concepts
23 o 5.7 115 205 26.4 355mooes, patterns; id  locus
learning
Emphasizes the research 
process within an 
integrated framework
2 4  (e-9-» exploring a topic, r  - j na 1 8  Q 18 0  7  •»
2 4  planning how to study it 5  1 8 -9  3 9 - 6  8 ,9  5
and carrying out a study,
judging the results, and 
reporting)
Uses substantive content
25 for the course and grade 1.9 0 1.9 3.9 27.5 645
■ level,
26 U„ S , S ' V‘° riented 5.6 5.6 9.2 37.0 22.2 20.4instruction
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>§ *  
g I  
0  “
response Frequency given as Percentages
I nstructional Behavior 1
n o t  a t  
a l l
2
a n n u a l ly
3
b im o n th ly
4
m o n th ly
5
w e e k ly
6






for students to discuss 
real-world problems and 
issues as they relate to 
the science content
11.1
L9 272 48J. 222
20.4 20.4 35.2 12.9
Further discussion of teacher assignment o f frequency values versus students' 
assignment o f frequency values is addressed under the research questions in this 
chapter.
In  the open comments section following the questionnaire, o f the eight 
instructors (15%) tha t made comments, four indicated that they had le ft some items 
blank because they did not understand what was referenced in the statement. Two 
indicated that they were not sure students understood the statements. The other 
remaining two comments provided additional information on the structure o f the 
teacher's course, i.e. the length o f class tim e /f requency of meeting days and a 
detailed report on the planning and structure o f the course/program.
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Student Demographics and Survey
The student classroom surveys were distributed to  the science students of 
the participating instructors. A total of 1190 students participated in the study. A t 
the beginning o f the survey, students were asked to  complete demographic 
information tha t dealt w ith the number o f years they had attended the Governor's 
School, the ir current grade level, science courses they were taking, and the science 
course that the survey reflected.
On the following pages o f the survey, students were presented with a 28- 
question survey o f a variety o f instructional practices in the categories o f general 
teaching strategies, problem-solving strategies, critica l thinking strategies, 
metacognition, and science reform  indicators. Students were to  indicate a particular 
course that the survey was being completed fo r and to assign a value to each 
strategy according to  how often they observed the teacher implementing the 
strategy in the classroom. A th ird  question in the survey asked students to  compare 
the instructional strategies used in this class to those strategies used in a be tte r 
taught science class (in th e ir opinion). A final section was labeled 'Other Comments' 
fo r students to  inake open remarks, as they deemed appropriate.
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Results:
In  general, the majority o f respondents were in the second year o f attending 
the Governor's school (n = 445), taking one science course (n = 556), and in 11th grade 
(735). The remaining students were in the ir f ir s t  (n = 425), th ird  (n = 165), or fourth 
(n = 155) year o f attendance, were taking two (n = 434) or three (n = 200) science 
courses and were either in 10th (n = 91) or 12th (n = 364) grades. The f ir s t  question in 
the survey asked students about the expectations they had fo r instructional 
practices in the class (see Appendix I  fo r samples of specific student responses). 
Each student response (n = 1071) was read. Statements were analyzed, broken into 
the ir component sentences or word fragments, and sorted into one or more 
categories (Glesne 6 Peshkin, 1992). Categories were fu rth e r redefined and sorted 
until a central idea or theme was the focus o f the data in th a t category. Not all 
students responded to  this question. Many students responded with more than one 
statement tha t was reflective o f the several themes.
The themes o f the responses fell into the following categories- higher-level 
content, lab work/hands-on, to be challenged, to  be able to understand what is 
happening in the world, fun learning experience, to be prepared fo r college, and 
specific expectations o f the course. These themes relate to  such instructional 
practices as labs/hands-on, applications to real world, higher-level thinking, and
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substantive content. A few responses centered on specific expectations o f the 
course, not the instructional practices; general statements about learning to solve a 
particular problem, to learn a certain skill, or to get an A fo r the course. Table 11 
depicts these major thematic categories.
Table 11
Students'Responses by Thematic Category to Instructiona l Expectations
Respo nse  Category Percentage of 
Responses
Higher-level content 43
Lab work/hands-on activities 26
To be challenged 16
To be able to  understand what is happening in the world 8
A fun learning experience 4
To be prepared fo r college 2
Specific expectations ( such as: solve a certain problem, 
get an A, learn a certain skill)
1
The largest component in the students' survey was the 28-item questionnaire 
that asked students to assign a value to each o f the items. Some students did not 
respond to all o f the 28 items, occasionally indicating they did not understand a word 
or the wording o f the statement. Students were asked to assign one of the following 
values to the instructional practices they observed in the ir science classroom: 1 = 
not at all; 2 = a few times a year; 3 = once every couple o f months; 4 = once or twice
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a month; 5 = a t least once a week; 6 = daily. All responses on the questionnaire were 
analyzed fo r frequency counts. On all o f the items, the students assigned frequency 
values tha t ranged from 1 to 6. Table 12 reflects the results o f 1190 student 
surveys.
Table 12
Students'Responses to the 28-Item  Survey
f
> response Frequency given as Percentages
|  |  Instructional Behavior i   ^ 4 5 6
^  " a i l 21 a n n u a l |y  b im o n th ly  m o n th ly  w e e k ly  d a i ly
Uses flexible patterns of
1 grouping students when 14.5 13.0 12.7 23.6 21.6 14.6
delivering a lesson
2  Presents the lesson in 5 1  1(J 3  U  Q 2Q 7  33  1 ig  g
several ways
Provides activities lor
x  3 “  51 77 «°-5 161
~ situations
Provides the opportunity
4 for students to use 1.2 2.8 6.7 20.4 35.3 33.6
technology 
Uses hands-on
5 16 29 64  27.0 SOS 113journals, experiments, a
manipulatives
Uses cooperative or
6  collaborative learning 4.7 8.3 12.8 24.1 31.4 18.7
strategies 
Allows students to
7 4 ,4  7 3  7 ,0  18,9 31 ,0  31,4
activities and/or questions
8  ^mphas' ^ J l9herlf /e| 1<5 2 .6  8 .7  15.8 26.7 44.7
thinking strategies/skills
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response Frequency given as Percentages
I nstructional Behavior
n o t  a t  
a l l
2 3 4 5 6














students to brainstorm 
ideas or altemattas
Uses activities or 
questions which allow 
students to define 
problems 
Uses activities or 
questions which aOow 
students to develop, 
select, and implement 
solutions to problems 
Uses activities or 
questions which allow 
students to explore 
multiple interpretations
■ Lm *     *■»------uses aoMDes or (juesions 
which alow students to use 
alternative modes of 
expressions ibr their wodc 
(charts, graphs, videos, art; 
music, journals; etc)
Uses activities or 
questions which allow 
14 students to self-select 
topics for further 
investigation
Provides opportunities for 
students to make 
judgments or evaluate 
situations or issues
Provides opportunities for 
16 students to compare and 
contrast
Provides opportunities for 
students to generalize 
from specific data to the 
abstract
Provides opportunities for 
students to synthesize or 
summarize information 
across or within disciplines
15
6J  6.6 253 29.4 20.9
7.2 3.6 14.1 22.3 33.1 19.7
5.8 53 12.1 22.4 313 22.6
5.2 9.0 17.7 25.1 27.0 16.0
10.0 113 14.4 28.7 24.9 10.7
16.1 19.4 20.9 22.7 12.6 8.3
5.1 73 15.5 25.7 28.6 173
3.4 8.1 15.4 24.5 29.4 19.2
5.4 6.7 18.4 32.0 24.5 13.1
5.5 8.2 17.9 25.8 28.1 14.5
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y response Frequency g iven  as Percentages
|  I nstructional Behavior
2 3 4 5 6
^  “ l  a n n u a l ly  b im o n th ly  m o n th ly  w e e k ly  d a i ly
n o t  a t
19




2 0  planning, monitoring, self- 
reflection or self-appraisal 
for the student 
Provides opportunities for
21 students to think about 
their own thinking 
Provides opportunities for
2 2  students to reflect on their 
own performance
Uses major concepts 
_  (e.g.; systems, change, 
models, patterns) to focus 
learning
Emphasizes the research 
process within an 
integrated framework
2 4  (e.g.; exploring a topic, 
planning how to study it 
and carrying out a study, 
judging the results, and 
reporting)
Uses substantive content
25 for the course and grade
U ^ i
IC V d
2 ~ Uses inquiry-oriented 
instruction 
Uses activity-based 
, 7 instruction, engaging 
students In the doing and 
learning of science 
Structures opportunities 
for students to discuss 
28 real-world problems and 
issues as they relate to 
the science content
154 132 154 183 194 174
15.3 13.2 13.8 25.3 20.5 11.8
114 104 154 174 22.5 22.5
8 .8  13.4 12.2 21.1 27.0 17.5
3.1 4.7 124 22.9 28.2 28.3
7.6 9.7 17.3 21.2 25.0 15.2
0.7 4.2 6.0 114 254 52.5
3.5 6.1 10.0 17.1 32.7 30.6
14 44 10.4 24.4 37.7 20.9
5.8 6 .8  16.7 18.9 30.8 21.0
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Further discussion o f teacher assignment o f values versus students' 
assignment o f values is addressed under the Research Question # 4  in th is  chapter.
Several themes emerged in the open-ended Question #3  regarding how the 
instructional practices in th is class (Governor's School) compare to  other science 
courses they had taken. Statements were analyzed, broken into th e ir component 
sentences or sentence fragments, and sorted into one or more categories (Glesne 6 
Peshkin, 1992). Categories were further defined and sorted until a central idea or 
theme was the focus of the data in that category. Not all students responded to this 
question (n = 1094).
The most common themes that emerged indicated tha t the students' current 
science course had more labs, dealt with more higher-level content, incorporated 
more application o f knowledge, incorporated more connections with real-world or 
relevant issues, required more independent learning, moved a t a good but fast pace, 
incorporated more technology, tha t the instructor was knowledgeable o f the 
subject, and the instructor was always willing to help. Next, responses centered on 
statements such as, ' I t  is the best course ever.' and ' I  do not like th is  course.' Table 
13 reflects these results. A sample of detailed responses may be found in Appendix
I.
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Table 13
Student Responses by Thematic Category to Comparison o f Science Courses
Response Category Percentage  of 
Respo nses
More lab work/hands-on activities 32
More higher-level content 21
More application of knowledge/concepts 14
Incorporates more real-world, relevant issues 10
Requires more independent learning 9
Good but faster pace 6
Incorporates more technology 5
Instructor is knowledgeable o f subject 1
Instructor is willing to help 1
I  like/dislike this course 1
Question # 4  was open-ended fo r students to write whatever comments they 
wanted to make. Rarely was this question answered (n = 214). O f the comments that 
were made (a sample of these responses can be found in Appendix I) , most pertained 
to  the format o f the survey (76%), w ith many students commenting th a t they did 
not completely understand the questions or the terms, especially the word 
"metacognition." Some answers were blanket comments about whether they liked or 
disliked the teacher (18%). A few comments indicated tha t the instructional
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strategies given in the survey were not relevant to science instruction (3%). Finally, 
a few comments addressed issues o f education in general (3%).
Classroom Observation Data
Classroom observations were conducted at four schools participating in the 
study. Two schools were in urban locations and two schools were in rural locations. 
The SGECO form was used to  record the classroom observations. A to ta l o f 39 
observations were made fo r the study. Ten o f the instructors were observed three 
times and 9 o f the instructors were observed once. The researcher conducted the 
initial observation o f each instructor. Second and th ird  observations o f the ten 
instructors was conducted by a trained administrator or assistant in the manner 
described in the methodology section. Instructors were notified o f the  dates and 
times of the initial observation in advance. Each observation lasted approximately 30 
minutes.
Results:
Since the observation was only a small snapshot o f the actual teaching that 
occurs in the classroom over the course o f the year, many of the behaviors on the 
SGECO form were rarely observed. By aggregating the observations in the five
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categories o f behaviors, the researcher was able to  discern areas o f frequent 
implementation and areas o f less frequent implementation. Given that some 
categories have more opportunities fo r observations o f behaviors, a scale was 
derived by assuming one observation occurred in each item and by figuring the 
percentage o f observations expected to  occur in th a t category, The expected 
percentages were as follows- 29% general teaching strategies, 21% problem* 
solving, 18% critica l thinking, 11% metacognition, and 21% science reform 
indicators. Actual observations, when compared to the  expected observations, 
indicated strengths in the areas of general teaching strategies and science reform  
indicators. Problem-solving and critical thinking were slightly below expected 
percentages, while metacognitive strategies were very low. The total number of 
observed behaviors during the 39 observations was 257. The following table (Table 
14) provides the percentages o f the observations by category.
Table 14
Percentages o f the Observations By Category
Category Actual Observations Percentage o f 257 Indications
General Teaching Strategies 103 40
Problem-solving 41 16
Critical Thinking 30 12
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Category Actual Observations Percentage o f 257 Indications
Metacognition 10 4
Science reform Indicators 73 28
Regarding the observations on an individual item basis, only one item - item 25 
that addresses substantive content - was noticed in all 39 observations. Several 
items had only three or less observations: allows students to  use alternative modes 
of expression; allows students to self-select topics fo r fu rthe r investigation; allow 
students to debate points o f view; allow students to think about the ir thinking; 
models metacognitive strategies; focuses learning on concepts. All other items show 
some level of observation between five through 16. Table 15 reflects these data.
Table 15
Observational Data by Item ______________________________________________
*  % Actual
£ I I n s t r u c t i o n a l  B e h a v i o r Observations
( n = 3 9 )
Uses flexible patterns of grouping students when delivering a 
lesson 12
Presents the lesson in several ways
Provides activities for students to apply knowledge to new 
situations 16
14
4 Provides the opportunity for students to use technology 12
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> % Actual
2  S  I n s t r u c t i o n a l  B e h a v i o r  O b s e r v a t i o n s
6 £  ( n = 3 9 )
.  Uses hareis-on approaches, such as journalv«periment5,a i 0
manipulatives
6  Uses cooperative or collaborative learning strategies 14
_ Allows students to cfiscover central ideas on their own through
activities and/or questions
8  Emphasizes higher level thinking strategies/skills 11
Q Uses activities or questions which aBow students to brainstorm f l
ideas or alternatives
id Uses activities or questions which allow students to define
|  1 0  problems 1 0
~ Uses activities or questions which attow students to develop, select, 1Q
o> and implement solutions to problems
2  12  Uses activities or questions which allow students to explore multiple _
<5? interpretations
i  Uses adMUes or questions which alow students to use aftemadve modes
-§ 13 of eqpnasions far their woric (charts; graphs; videos; art, music; Journal 2
a  etc)
1 4  Uses activities or questions which allow students to self-select .
topics for further investigation
Provides opportunities for students to make judgments or evaluate 8
jg situations or issues
16 Provides opportunities for students to compare and contrast 5
Provides opportunities for students to generalize from spedfic data
17 to the abstract 9
£  Provides opportunities for students to synthesize or summarize
g 18 information across or within disciplines 6
3  Provides opportunities for students to debate points of view or ,
develop arguments to support ideas
ai 2Q Models metacognitive strategies such as planning, monitoring, self- _
u § reflection or self-appraisal for the student
§ 1e Provides opportunities for students to think about their own _
z  "  thinking *
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I nstructional Behavior
Actual
O b s e r v a t i o n s
( n = 3 9 )
- -  Provides opportunities for students to reflect on their own .
performance
m  lists yiHjof umaefim ^fH W B|y.cn8nj8y nwwBjy p m w is j tp  »
a ; focus learning ^  '% : .v;."
C Emphasizes the research process within an integrated framework
£  24 (e.g.; exploring a topic, planning how to study it and carrying out a 6
j j  study, judging the results, and reporting)
e 25 Uses substantive content for the course and grade level 39
«  26 Uses inquiry-oriented instruction 6
S 27 Uses activity-based instruction, engaging students in the doing and g
31 learning of sdence
2 g Structures opportunities for students to discuss real-world problems n
and issues as they relate to the science content
Further investigation into the actual number o f observed behaviors per 
individual teacher revealed a range between 1 -17  behaviors per 30 minute 
observation, with a mean of 7 observed behaviors. An examination o f multiple 
observations fo r those teachers who were observed several times did not suggested 
a pattern o f implementation. For example, one teacher had observed behaviors of 17, 
4, and 9 fo r his/her three observations. Likewise, the observed behaviors noted fo r 
teachers with multiple observations did not show a pattern o f the same behaviors 
being implemented each time, with the exception o f Item  #25 dealing with 
substantive content. These observation results are discussed in the appropriate
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research questions in relationship to other findings from student and instructor
surveys.
In itia l Data Comparisons
Both teacher and student Likert scale data responses from the 28-item 
questionnaire were compiled to determine frequency o f responses by group by 
question. Frequency counts fo r every question/behavior fo r both groups were loaded 
into a database. Chi-square analyses between teacher and student frequency counts 
were computed, grouping all teachers together and all students together. The 
resulting Chi-square values indicated significant differences did not exist in the 
frequency with which teachers implemented and students observed instructional 
behaviors; essentially, students* and teachers* perceptions o f the frequency with 
which instructional behaviors were being used in the classroom were the same. 
However, these statistica l results should be reviewed cautiously due to the fact tha t 
the sheer number o f student responses may mask any extreme responses that were 
reported.
Research Question # 1 : How do science teachers' instructional practices vary by 
the following demographics: urban vs. rural location; fulltim e vs. shared-time
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programs; teacher content area mastery vs. pedagogical certification; science ability 
vs. general academic ability as entry crite ria  fo r students?
Chi-square analyses o f the frequency o f teacher responses by item were used 
to answer th is question. Teacher responses were subdivided by the various 
subgroups. As stated in earlier sections o f this chapter, resulting demographic data 
would not allow fo r  the subdivision of teachers or students into the following 
categories: fu lltim e vs. shared-time programs (only 2 schools were fulltim e 
programs) and science ability vs. general academic ability as entry criteria  fo r 
students (all schools but one indicated a science ability selection criteria). However, 
subdivisions were made by urban vs. rural location and teacher content area mastery 
vs. pedagogical certification.
Teacher frequency data were subdivided by urban location versus rural 
location. Chi-square analysis was conducted on the resulting comparisons. Results 
showed no significant difference in teachers' perceptions of instructional strategy 
implementation in science classrooms. Using the same methodology, but subdividing 
teacher frequency data by teacher content area mastery versus teachers with 
pedagogical certifica tion  yielded similar results; no significant difference between 
teacher subgroups.
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An examination o f student reported frequency data subdivided by urban 
versus rural schools and subdivided by teacher content area mastery versus 
teachers with pedagogical c e rtif ication yielded some signif icant results. The urban 
designation is representative o f 694 students (58%) o f 25 teachers. The rural 
designation is representative o f 496 students (42%) o f 29 teachers. The teacher 
content mastery designation applied to  teachers w ith only degrees in the ir subject 
fie ld  (this group may include those ce rtified  to teach math or science); no additional 
certifications or degrees in education were reported. Responses from students o f 
the 24 teachers under this designation were 501 (42%). The teacher pedagogical 
certification designation applied to teachers with e ithe r degrees in an educational 
fie ld or degrees in the ir content area with additional certifica tion in gifted 
education. Responses from students o f the 30 teachers under this designation were 
689 (58%).
Analysis between students' perceptions of urban school teachers and students' 
perceptions o f rural school teachers indicates that the re  is a significant difference 
in the way students perceive teachers' implementation o f instructional strategies. In  
general, the m ajority o f the chi-square value is comprised o f differences between 
students from  rural schools frequency counts and the  expected frequency count 
values o f those students. This indicated th a t rural students' actual counts are lower
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on certain frequencies per item than was expected. In  contrast, students from 
urban settings gave higher frequency counts than the chi-square expected values. 
Overall, instructional strategy categories showing the most difference between 
student frequency counts in urban settings versus rural settings were w ithin general 
teaching strategies, critical thinking strategies, and science reform indicators. In  
general, these findings indicate tha t rural students tended to  report less frequent 
use of instructional strategies than would be expected and students from  urban 
settings tended to indicate more frequent use o f instructional strategies than would 
be expected.
Similarly, several strategy items o f the comparison between perceptions from 
students o f content mastery teachers and perceptions from students o f teachers 
with pedagogical certification showed significant difference. Overall, more 
significant difference was found fo r general teaching strategies than any other 
category, w ith each item showing significance. Closer examination indicates that, on 
average, students o f mastery content teachers rated strategy implementation use at 
a higher frequency than chi-square expected values. Similar differences occurred in 
the category o f metacognitive strategies, but not to the same degree as general 
teaching strategies. Other categories had some items of signif icance, mainly 
attributed to students of mastery content teachers rating strategy implementation
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at a higher frequency than chi-square expected values. In  general, findings indicate 
that students o f content mastery teachers viewed strategy implementation by the ir 
teacher a t a significantly higher frequency rating than expected, while students o f 
teachers with pedagogical certification rated the ir teachers lower than expected. 
All Chi-square results reported in the following table (Table 16) have a Degrees o f 
Freedom value equal to five  (DF=5).
Table 16
Chi-square Comparisons on Subdivided Student Frequency Data_______________
Content
?  r d Urban vs. Rural|  I nstructional Behavior Pedagogical
£  Certification
X2 e X2 e
1 Uses flexible patterns of grouping students when delivering a lesson 52.475 0.000 35.863 0.000
2 Presents the lesson in several ways 27.302 0.000 15.113 0.010
3 Provides activities for students to apply knowledge to new situations 26.218 0.000 28.689 0.000
4 Provides the opportunity for students to use technology 40.374 0.000 17.458 0.004
5 Uses hands-on approacheSr such as journals, experiments, & manipuiatives 40.356 0.000 26.960 0.000
6 Uses cooperative or collaborative learning strategies 123.118 0.000 29.994 0.000
7 Allows students to discover central ideas on their own through activities and/or questions 20.688 0.001 20.590 0.001
8 Emphasizes higher level thinking strategies/skills 13.508 0.019 12.697 0.026
9 Uses activities or questions which allow students to brainstorm ideas or alternatives 11.471 0.043 4.551 0.473
10 Uses activities or questions which allow students to define problems 6.924 0.226 12.044 0.034
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Content
?  r q Urban vs. Rural
*  I n s t r u c t i o n a l  B e h a v i o r  Pedagogical
£  Certification
X2 C X2 C
Uses activities or questions which a fte  students
u to develop, select; and implement solutions to
problems 2.121 0.832 10.806 0.055
12 Uses activities or questions which allow studentsto explore multiple interpretations
Uses adMOes or questions which alow students to
11.849 0.037 19.695 0.001
13 useaumaove mooes xoqxessonsrariner worn
(charts graphs; videos; art; music, journal* etc) 22.525 0.000 24.531 0.000
14 Uses activities or questions which allow studentsto self-select topics for further investigation 8.874 0.114 12.803 0.025
15 Provides opportunities fix students to makejudgments or evaluate situations x  issues 21.495 0.001 8.923 0.112
16 Provides opportunities for students to compareand contrast 19.019 0.002 6.000 0.306
17 Provides opportunities for students to generatefrom specific data to the abstract 21.277 0.001 18.446 0.002
18 Provides opportunities for students to synthesizeor summarize across/within disciplines 
Provides opportunities for students to debate
22.056 0.001 8.023 0.155
19 points of view x  develop arguments to support
ideas 11.939 0.036 18.009 0.003
Models metacognitive strategies such as
20 planning, monitoring, self-reflection or self­
appraisal for the student 6.693 0.245 18.119 0.003
21 Provides opportunities fix students to thinkabout their own thinking 7.680 0.175 8.277 0.142
22 Provides opportunities for students to reflect ontheir own performance 17.094 0.004 18.203 0.003
23 Uses major concepts (e.g.; systems, change,models, patterns) to focus teaming
Emphasizes the research process within an
17.107 0.004 2.016 0.847
24 integrated framework (e.g.; exploring a topic,planning how to study it and carrying out a
study, judging the results, and reporting) 18.826 0.002 9.792 0.081
25 Uses substantive content for the course and Invalid; counts Invalid; countsgrade level less than 5 less than 5
26 Uses inquiry-oriented instruction 5.329 0.377 2.051 0.842
27 Uses activity-based instruction, engagingstudents in the doing and learning of science 37.106 0.000 34.633 0.000
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Structures opportunities for students to discuss 
real-world problems and issues as they relate to 
the science content 30.308 0.000 17.178 0.004
Research Question # 2 : What are the specific science instructional reform 
initiatives being employed by science teachers in specialized schools fo r the gifted?
The second research question examines the instructional behaviors addressed 
in Items 23-28 o f the surveys and classroom observation forms, specifically science 
reform indicators. As an educational researcher, I  reasoned tha t regular 
employment o f a strategy required a frequency basis o f weekly' or 'daily*. Moreover, 
given that these schools are specialized schools fo r g ifted  students and most have a 
focus in science education, there is an expectation tha t these strategies would be 
occurring regularly in all schools; a combined weekly and daily frequency count of 
100%. Allowing fo r some degree o f less frequent use. fo r the purpose o f this 
analysis, the strategy is considered 'routinely' or 'frequently' used i f  90% or more of 
the responses were indicated in the weekly or daily counts (indicating a 'routinely' or 
'frequently* used rating from 90% or more o f the participants across the 13 schools 
in the study).
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I f  frequent usage as indicated by 90% of respondents (both teachers and 
students) is the crite rion fo r determining if  a strategy is being employed by science 
teachers in specialized schools fo r the gifted, then not a single item in the science 
reform indicators was being regularly employed by instructors in AYGS in Virginia. 
However, teachers and students indicated that strategies were being utilized, but 
not in 90% or more o f the participating classrooms. Some strategies fe ll slightly 
below the 90% qualification, while other strategies fe ll fa r below. A closer 
examination of frequency implementation follows below.
The only strategy teachers indicated that they used on a frequent basis 
across all schools was the use o f substantive content fo r the course and grade 
(92.3%). While students rated th is strategy at a high level (77.8%), it  was not a t the 
90% or greater value to  be deemed 'f  requently' used. About three-quarters o f the 
teachers indicated th a t they frequently use activity-based instruction (70.3%), 
while ju s t over half o f the students (58.6%) indicated that teachers frequently use 
this approach. On the use of concepts as the focus fo r instruction, over half o f the 
teachers (62.2%) and students (56.5%) rated these a t a high frequency. Considering 
the use o f research process skills, only 26.4% of the participating teachers across 
the schools indicated tha t they used this strategy on a frequent basis. While more 
students (40.2%) indicated they saw frequent usage o f research skills, they s till
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encompassed less than half o f the study's student participants. Similarly, less than 
half o f the teachers indicated they used inquiry-based instruction (42.6%) or they 
related science content to real-world problems (48.1%). Students reported slightly 
higher usage o f inquiry-oriented instructional strategies (63.3%) and application to 
real-world problems (51.8%) by the ir teachers.
Table 17 below depicts the usage of science reform indicators on a regular 
basis (weekly and daily responses o f '5' and '6’), with instructors* and students' 
responses fo r those frequency counts collapsed as a percentage.
Table 17
Instructors'and Students' Responses fo r Weekly and Daily Frequencies o f Science
I n str uc to rs ' Stu d en ts '
'w e e k ly '  &  ’DAILY' 'w eekly '  an d
£
Z
1“ I n s t r u c t i o n a l  B e h a v i o r responses ' daily '  responses





Uses major concepts (e.g.; systems, change, 
models, patterns) to focus learning
Emphasizes the research process within an 
integrated framework (e.g.; exploring a topic, 
planning how to study it and carrying out a study, 
judging the results, and reporting)
Uses substantive content for the course and grade 
level
26 Uses inquiry-oriented instruction
27
28
Uses activity-based Instruction, engaging students 
in the doing and learning of science
Structures opportunities for students to discuss 
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An analysis o f open-ended responses from students indicated the following 
themes pertaining to  science reform indicators: more labs, higher-level content, 
required independent learning, incorporated application o f knowledge, incorporated 
connections w ith real-world/relevant issues, and utilized the application o f more 
technology. In  addition, observational data found strategies observed in the 
category o f science reform  indicators to be the second highest percentage (28%) o f 
strategies observed, following general teaching strategies. Observational findings 
and collapsed percentage findings o f teachers and students concur tha t the 
category o f science reform  indicator items followed general teaching strategies in 
terms o f implementation frequency, yet exceeded the other three categories of 
practices.
Research Question # 3 : What are the specific g ifted  education instructional 
strategies being employed by MGS science teachers?
This question examined the instructional behaviors addressed in Item s 1-22 
o f the surveys and classroom observation forms, specifically general teaching 
strategies, problem-solving strategies, critical thinking strategies, and 
metacognition. Since frequent usage as indicated by 90% o f respondents (both
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teachers and students) is the criterion fo r determining if  a strategy is being 
employed by science teachers in specialized schools fo r the g ifted , then not a single 
item in the g ifted education strategies was being routinely employed by instructors 
in AYGS in Virginia. However, teachers and students indicated tha t strategies were 
being frequently utilized, but not in 90% or more o f the participating classrooms. 
Some strategies fe ll slightly below the 90% qualification, while other strategies fe ll 
fa r below. A closer examination o f frequent implementation follows below.
In  the category o f general teaching strategies, the only item in which 
teachers indicated a frequent' use o f the strategy (96.4%) was Item  28 - 
emphasizes higher level thinking skills. For th is  item. 71.4% o f the students 
indicated frequent usage by teachers. The following items in the category o f general 
teaching strategies saw between one-half and three-quarters o f the teacher and 
student respondents indicating frequent usage o f the item: presents lessons in 
several ways (68.6% o f teachers and 52.9% o f students); application o f knowledge to 
new situations (70.4% of teachers and 56.6% o f students); student use o f 
technology (83.7% o f teachers and 68.9% o f students); use o f hands-on approaches 
(75.9% of teachers and 72.1% o f students); cooperative or collaborative learning 
strategies (51.0% o f teachers and 50.1% o f students); students discover ideas 
through activities/questions (51.8% of teachers and 62.4% of students). Finally, only
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approximately one-third o f both teachers (38.9%) and students (36.2%) indicated 
frequent use o f flexible grouping strategies.
Not a single item in the category of problem-solving strategies received a 
frequently used percentage a t 9 0 %  or greater. In  fact, only one strategy, item 1 1  -  
uses activities/questions which allowed students to develop, select, implement 
solutions to problems, had one-half o f the participants indicating frequent usage 
( 5 0 . 0 %  of teachers and 5 4 . 4 %  o f students). For following items, less than one-half 
o f the respondents indicated frequent usage o f the strategy: allow students to 
brainstorm ideas or alternative ( 4 4 . 4 7 0  of teachers and 5 0 . 3 %  o f students); allow 
students to define problems ( 3 8 . 6 %  of teachers and 5 2 . 8 %  of students); allow 
students to explore multiple interpretations ( 2 4 . 1 %  o f teachers and 4 3 . 0 7 o  o f 
students); allow students to use alternative modes of expression ( 3 7 . 1 %  of teachers 
and 3 5 . 6 %  of students). Finally, an extremely low percentage o f teachers ( 1 1 . 1 % )  and 
students ( 2 0 . 9 % )  indicated frequent use fo r item 1 4  -  uses activities or questions 
which allow students to self-select topics fo r fu rthe r investigation.
Similarly, not a single item in the category of critica l thinking strategies 
received a frequently used percentage at 90% or greater. In  addition, not a single 
item had over one half o f both teacher and students indicating frequent usage of 
the strategy. Two strategies had ju s t over one-half o f the teachers indicating
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frequent use, but less than half o f the students: provides opportunities fo r 
comparing and contrasting (58.5% o f teachers and 48.6% of students); opportunities 
fo r student to generalize from specific data to  the abstract (51.9% o f teachers and 
37.6% o f students). The three remaining items in the category had less than one- 
half o f both teachers and students responding with frequent usage o f the strategy: 
opportunities fo r students to make judgments/evaluations (37.3% o f teachers and 
45.9% o f students); opportunities fo r students to synthesize information across 
disciplines (48.1% of teachers and 42.6% o f students); opportunities fo r students to 
debate points o f view (24.0% o f teachers and 37.0% o f students).
Finally, the category o f metacognition received low percentages from both 
teachers and students indicating frequent usage. Not a single item received a 
frequent usage rating from more than 50% o f the participating teachers or 
students. Each o f the three items had teachers indicating less frequent usage o f the 
strategy than students: models metacognitive strategies (27.4% o f teachers and 
32.3% o f students); opportunities fo r students to think about the ir thinking (34.6% 
of teachers and 45.0% of students); opportunities fo r students to re flect on the ir 
own performance (42.5% of teachers and 44.5% o f students).
Table 18 below addresses the research question examining the usage o f 
d iffe re n t g ifted education instructional strategies on a regular basis (weekly and
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daily responses o f '5' and '6'), w ith instructors' and students' responses fo r those 
frequency counts collapsed as a percentage.
Table 18
Instructors'and S tudents' Responses fo r Weekly and D aily Frequencies o f S ifte d
I nstr uc to rs ' Stu d en ts '




I n s t r u c t i o n a l  B e h a v i o r RESPONSES ’DAILY7 RESPONSES
3 COMBINED AS A 
PERCENTAGE

























Uses flexible patterns of grouping students when 
delivering a lesson
Presents the lesson in several ways
Provides activities for students to apply 
knowledge to new situations
Provides the opportunity for students to use 
technology
Uses hands-on approaches, such as journals, 
experiments, & manipulatives
Uses cooperative or collaborative learning 
strategies
Allows students to discover central ideas on their 
own through activities and/or questions
Emphasizes higher level thinking strategies/skills
Uses activities or questions which allow students 
to brainstorm ideas or alternatives
Uses activities or questions which allow students 
to define problems
Uses activities or questions which allow students 
to develop, select, and implement solutions to 
problems
Uses activities or questions which allow students 
to explore multiple interpretations
Uses actMHes or questions which alow students to 
use atemative modes of expressions for theirworic 
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Instructional Behavior
I nstructo rs '  Stu d ents '
’WEEKLY' &  ’DAILY' ’WEEKLY' AND
RESPONSES ’ DAILY' RESPONSES 
COMBINED AS A COMBINED AS A
PERCENTAGE PERCENTAGE
Uses activities or questions which allow students 
to self-select topics for further investigation
Provides opportunities for students to make 
judgments or evaluate situations or issues
Provides opportunities for students to compare 
and contrast
Provides opportunities for students to generalize 
from specific data to the abstract
Provides opportunities for students to synthesize 











Provides opportunities for students to debate
19 points of view or develop arguments to support 
ideas
Models metacognitive strategies such as planning,
20 monitoring, self-reflection or self-appraisal for the 
student
Provides opportunities for students to think about 
their own thinking21



















An examination of open-ended responses from students indicated themes 
pertaining to general teaching strategies: application o f knowledge and utilized the 
application o f more technology. Open-ended themes did not encompass strategies 
found in the other categories: problem-solving strategies, critica l thinking 
strategies, and metacognition. The observational data echoed these findings with
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the highest percentage o f observed behaviors occurring in general teaching 
strategies (40%) and the lowest percentage o f observed behaviors occurring in 
metacognition (4%). Percentages o f observations fo r problem-solving strategies and 
critica l thinking strategies were 16% and 127« respectively.
Research Question # 4 : W ith what frequency do teachers in specialized secondary 
schools report using science reform  instructional initiatives; with what frequency 
are instructional strategies fo r the gifted reportedly employed by these teachers?
The data that link to  th is research question are the frequency of reported 
responses given by instructors to the 28-item survey. In  most areas, instructors 
indicated frequency values o f 3 - 6 (3 = once every couple o f months, 4 = once or 
twice a month, 5 = at least once a week, 6 = daily), seldom responding with values o f 1 
or 2 (1 = not at all, 2 = a few times a year). Their self-report levels of 
implementation indicate they view themselves as using these strategies from once 
every couple of months to  daily.
Overall, teachers viewed themselves as implementing most o f the strategies 
on at least an annual basis; categories with highest frequency counts amongst the 
most teachers were general teaching strategies and science reform indicators. Only 
in the category o f metacognitive strategies was there an indication that instructors
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viewed themselves as not implementing these strategies as often as other 
strategies, perhaps ju s t a few times a year. I t  is interesting to  note that while 
teachers view themselves as most o ften implementing high level thinking strategies, 
they also indicate low frequency ratings on critical thinking skills, problem-solving 
strategies, and metacognition.
Student frequency data, and to  some extent observational data, confirm 
teachers' indications o f frequency o f strategy implementation; most frequent 
indications were in implementation o f general teaching strategies and science reform 
indicators. Statistical analysis of the frequencies reported by instructors and 
students indicated tha t no significant difference exists between instructors’ 
perceptions o f instructional strategy implementation and students' perceptions of 
instructional strategy implementation. However, the fact that all students' 
responses were grouped together and all teachers' responses were grouped together 
may have masked some extreme differences between individual teacher responses 
when compared to his/her students' responses.
A comparison o f teacher frequency responses per behavior and the mode of 
his/her students' frequency responses per behavior was conducted to  fu rthe r 
investigate the congruency between perceptions of behavior implementation.
Teacher responses and the mode value o f his/her students' responses were loaded
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into a database. I f  the students' responses did not have a mode or had multiple 
modes, the median value was used fo r comparison. I f  a teacher did not provide a 
frequency response o f a behavior, tha t behavior fo r  tha t teacher did not figure into 
the final analysis o f results. Comparisons were made between teacher values and 
students' values; a difference between values greater than one was noted as non- 
congruent. A level o f congruency was determined fo r  each behavior across teachers. 
Tallies were also made to  determine if  differences in responses were occurring fo r a 
particular teacher or school.
The results o f linking each teacher's response w ith his/her students' 
responses were similar to  the overall chi-square analysis o f teachers' and students' 
responses. In  the category of general teaching strategies, all behaviors had 80% or 
greater congruency between teachers' responses and the ir students' responses, with 
Item #1, flexible patterns of grouping, and Item  # 7 . allowing students to discover 
the central idea on the ir own through activities and questions, having the least 
congruency at 80% each. Similarly, the category o f problem-solving strategies had 
all items with 80% or greater congruency between teachers and th e ir students, 
except fo r Item  #11. uses activities or questions which allow students to develop, 
select, and implement solutions to problems, which had 70% congruency. Likewise, 
the category o f critica l thinking had 80% or greater congruency on all items except
in
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Item  #19, provides opportunities fo r students to  debote points o f view or develop 
arguments to support ideas, which had 67% congruency.
The next category, metacognition, saw less congruency between teachers' and 
students' responses. The most congruency was found in Item  #22, opportunities fo r 
students to re flec t on the ir own performance (74%). Next, Item  #21, opportunities 
fo r students to think about the ir own thinking, had 60% congruency. Finally, Item  
#20, models metacognitive strategies such as planning, monitoring, se lf-re f lection or 
self-appraisal fo r the student, was the least congruent (47%). This category, 
metacognition, showed the least amount in congruency o f responses overall.
Finally, the category o f science reform indicators had all items with 80% or 
more congruency except Item  #24 , emphasizes the research process, and Item  #  
26, uses inquiry-oriented instruction, which each had 73% congruency.
Table 19 below shows the level of congruency between teachers’ responses 
compared to the ir students' responses fo r each instructional behavior.
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Table 19






2 |  Instructional Behavior
O “
, Uses flexible patterns of grouping students when detivering a _
1 lesson 80
2 Presents the lesson in several ways 85
-  Provides activities for students to apply knowledge to new Q1
3 situations
g» 4 Provides the opportunity for students to use technology 98
e Uses hands-on approaches, such as journals, experiments, 8i _
manipulatives
6  Uses cooperative or collaborative learning strategies 81
80
8  Emphasizes higher level thinking strategies/skills 89
7 Allows students to discover central ideas on their own through 
activities and/or questions
q Uses activities or questions which allow students to brainstorm _
ideas or alternatives
v  in  Uses activities or questions which allow students to define OA
ST 10 problems 8 0
£  n  Uses activities or questions which allow students to develop, select, _
cn and implement solutions to problems
2  1 2  Uses activities or questions which allow students to explore multiple g 5
<5? interpretations
J  Uses activities or questions which alow studento to use alternative modes
-g 13 of expressionsfbrtheirworlc (charts* graphs, videos; art music; journals, 80
£  etc)
, 4  Uses activities or questions which allow students to self-select g l
topics for further investigation
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I  I nstructional Behavior percentage
Congruency
i p  r i y w i i w  w y y w u i i w w a i w  Aw w i i i i u  w  i i — c j y y y i w  i n  » w  n i m w i a.  m
situations or issues
16 Provides opportunities for students to compare and contrast 87
17 to the abstract 81
Provides opportunities for students to synthesize or summarize
18 information across or within disciplines 84
.a rTOvioes opportumoes ror students to oeoate pomes or view or ^
develop arguments to support ideas
2Q Models metacognitive strategies such as planning, monitoring, self- 47
reflection or self-appraisal for the student 
, ,  Provides opportunities for students to think about their own _
21 thinking 60
. .  Provides opportunities for students to reflect on their own
22 performance 74
23 Uses major concepts (e.g.; systems, change, models, patterns) to M
focus learning
Emphasizes the research process within an integrated framework
24 (e.g.; exploring a topic, planning how to study it and carrying out a 73
study, judging the results, and reporting)
25 Uses substantive content for the course and grade level 95
26 Uses inquiry-oriented instruction 73
97 Uses activity-based instruction, engaging students in the doing and ot
"  learning of science
2g Structures opportunities for students to discuss real-world problems
and issues as they relate to the science content
For all o f the 28 items, the students' responses were o f higher value (more 
frequent usage perceived) than the teachers' responses in 60% or more of the non-
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congruent cases (cases w ith a difference in value greater than one). In  other words, 
if  there was a difference in how a teacher and his/her students perceived 
implementation o f a behavior, the students tended to  perceive the behavior more 
often then the teacher fe lt  like he/she implemented it.
In  terms of analysis o f congruency on an individual teacher level, each non- 
congruent item (differences between frequencies greater than one) was tallied fo r 
each teacher. The range o f non-congruent items was from  0 to 15, with the average 
being 5 non-congruent items (17.8%); th is would indicate there was an average 
congruency between the teacher and his/her students o f 82.2%. Similarly, 
examination o f results a t the school level did not show any one school has having 
more or less congruency than any other school.
Research Question # 5 : What relationship exists between students', teachers', and 
outside observers' perceptions of science instruction in advanced science courses at 
AYGS?
Lack o f significant difference between student-reported frequencies and 
teacher-reported frequencies of strategy implementation suggests tha t teachers 
feel they are implementing strategies at a similar frequency with which students 
perceive tha t the strategies are implemented. Observational data provided findings
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that suggest teachers are implementing general teaching strategies at perhaps a 
higher f  requency than would be expected. Given th a t there were more behaviors to 
observe in that category, observations s till showed tha t 40% o f the observed 
behaviors fe ll into general teaching strategies, when the expected percentage would 
be closer to 28% implementation. Similarly, observations showed slightly higher 
usage o f science reform  indicators (28%) than the expected usage (21%). However, 
observations showed lower than expected usage o f problem-solving strategies (16% 
observed vs. 21% expected), critical thinking strategies (12% observed vs. 18% 
expected), and metacognition (4% observed vs. 11% expected).
Only in one o f the science reform  indicators, more specific in substantive 
content usage, was implementation observed in all 39 classroom observations. This 
particular strategy was rated the most used across the student participants and was 
rated the second most used strategy by teacher participants. Most teachers fe lt 
that they used higher thinking strategies most often, while students fe lt th is  was 
the th ird  most used strategy. Observations indicated this behavior was only 
witnessed 11 out o f 39 possible times (28%). For students' second most frequently 
used strategy, hands-on approaches, teachers indicated its use as the ir fou rth  most 
frequently used strategy. Observational data showed this strategy was used only 12 
out o f 39 possible observations (31%).
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Overall, all three data sources report higher frequencies in the 
implementation o f general teaching strategies and science reform indicators, with 
lower frequencies o f implementation in metacognitive strategies. Both critica l 
thinking and problem-solving strategies frequency reported from teachers and 
students indicated usage on a monthly periodic basis, w ith observational findings 
supporting a less frequent use o f these strategies as well. In  addition, student open- 
ended responses indicated themes that strongly link to science reform  indicators 
and, to a lesser extent, general teaching strategies, with no or little  mention of 
items relating to  critical thinking, problem-solving, and metacognition.
Summary
Instructor and student perceptions o f the implementation o f various 
instructional strategies were gathered through three similar instruments: an 
instructor 28-item survey, a student 28-item survey, and a classroom observation 
form with the same 28-item checklist. Comparisons between these instruments using 
chi-square analysis suggested that instructors and students similarly perceive 
implementation o f these strategies; no significant differences exist between the 
two groups' perceptions. W ithin these frequency findings, both students and 
instructors suggested tha t general teaching strategies and science reform
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indicators were implemented on a more routine or doily basis, critical thinking and 
problem-solving strategies were implemented on a periodic monthly basis, while 
metacognitive strategies occurred in the classroom less often. Observational data 
and student-open ended responses supported these f  indings.
When an examination o f individual teacher's responses were compared to th e ir 
students' responses, most items not in the metacognitive category showed high 
levels o f congruency (a difference in response o f one or less), usually at 80%. Only in 
the category of metacognition (Items #20,21, and 22) were the congruency levels 
considerably lower at 47%. 60%, and 74% respectively.
Closer examination o f the instructional strategies teachers employ on a 
frequent basis (weekly or daily) across the m ajority o f participating teachers and 
schools (90% indicating frequent use) revealed tha t not a single science reform 
indicator or g ifted  education strategy was perceived as being implemented regularly 
a t that level by both teachers and students. On one f  inding, over 90% of the 
teachers indicated frequent usage of the science reform  indicator. Item  25 - 
substantive use o f content, but students did not concur. This high level of 
implementation was supported by observational data. On another finding, over 90% 
o f the teachers indicated frequent usage o f the g ifte d  education strategy under the 
category of general teaching strategies. Item  8 -  higher level thinking strategies,
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but students did not concur. This high level o f implementation was also not 
supported by observational data.
When student response data were subdivided by school location (urban versus 
rural) and by teacher professional background (content mastery versus pedagogical 
certifications), chi-square analyses indicated significant differences in the way 
these subdivided groups of students perceived teacher implementation of various 
strategies. Findings indicated, in general, tha t students o f both urban schools and 
students of content mastery teachers tended to acknowledge instructional use of 
strategies a t a higher frequency than chi-square expected frequency values would 
anticipate. While th is was certainly not the case in each o f the 28-items, the 
strongest difference could be found in the category o f general teaching strategies 
fo r both subdivided groups, with both the urban school students and the students o f 
content mastery teachers viewing strategy implementation a t a higher level than 
the ir counterparts. Similarly, in the categories o f critica l thinking and science 
reform  indicators, urban students indicated more frequent use than their 
counterparts. Likewise, students o f content mastery teachers indicated more 
frequency o f strategy usage in the area o f metacognition than expected.
Table 20 below summarizes the research questions addressed by this study 
and the ir findings.
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Table 20
Research Questions and Their Findings
Research Question Data Source Findings
1. How do science teachers' 
instructional practices vary 
by the following 
demographics: urban vs. 
rural location; fulltime vs. 
shared-time programs; 
teacher content area 
mastery vs. pedagogical 
mastery; science ability vs. 
general academic ability as 
entry criteria for students?
• Directors' 
Surveys





s  Urban vs. rural location: no significant 
difference in teacher frequency 
indications; rural students indicated less 
frequent implementation than expected & 
urban students indicated more frequent 
implementation than expected.
s  Fulltime vs. shared-time programs: not 
examined as only two programs were full­
time
s  Teacher content area mastery vs. 
pedagogical mastery: no significant 
difference in teacher frequency 
indications; students of pedagogical 
teachers indicated less frequent 
implementation than expected & students 
of content mastery teachers indicated 
more frequent implementation than 
expected; overall, most students' 
differences occurred in general teaching 
strategies.
s  Science ability vs. general academic ability 
as entry criteria for students: not 
examined as all but one school indicated 
science ability as criterion for admissions 
and school focus
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Research Question Data Source Find ing s
2. What are the specific 
science instructional reform 
initiatives being employed by 
science teachers in 
specialized schools for the 
gifted?















If  frequent usage as indicated by 90% of 
respondents (both teachers and students) 
is the criterion for determining if a 
strategy is being employed by science 
teachers in specialized schools for the 
gifted, then not a single item in the 
science reform indicators was being 
routinely employed.
^ Observational data found strategies 
observed in the category of science 
reform indicators to be the second highest 
percentage of strategies observed, 
following general teaching strategies.
^ More students and teachers indicated the 
use of substantive content as the most 
frequently used science reform indicator, 
with both groups indicating that the use of 
research skills was the least used science 
reform indicator.
• / More open-ended student responses fell 
into this category of science reform 
indicators; indicating increased use of 
these strategies over traditional science 
courses.
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Research Question Data Source Findings
3. What are the specific 
gifted education instructional 
strategies employed by AYGS 
teachers?















v' If  frequent usage as indicated by 90% of 
respondents (both teachers and students) 
is the criterion for determining if a 
strategy is being employed by science 
teachers in specialized schools for the 
gifted, then not a single item in the gifted 
education categories was being routinely 
employed.
^ Observational data indicated the highest 
number of observations in general 
teaching strategies, with metacognitive 
strategies least observed.
s  Collapsed frequency data from teachers 
and students indicated the category of 
general teaching strategies as the most 
used/observed by respondents, with 
metacognitive strategies least used by 
respondents.
v  More students and teachers indicated the 
use of higher order thinking skills as the 
most frequently used strategy, with both 
groups indicating that allowing students to 
self-select topics for further investigation 
was the least used gifted education 
reform indicator.
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Research Question  Data Source Fin d in g s
4. With what frequency do 
teachers in spedalized 
secondary schools report 
using science reform 
instructional initiatives; with 
what frequency are 
instructional strategies for 
the gifted reportedly 
employed by these teachers?











s  Most teachers rated themselves as using 
strategies a couple of times a month to 
using them daily; seldom did teachers 
indicate less frequent usage of strategies.
s  The strategy indicated by teachers as 
frequently used by the most teachers was 
higher level thinking strategies.
s  The strategy indicated by teachers as 
least used by the most teachers was 
allowing students to self-select topics for 
further investigation.
^  Chi-square analysis of teachers' frequency 
responses and students' frequency 
responses showed no significant 
difference in perceived implementation.
s  Analysis of frequency responses at the 
teacher level indicates a high level of 
congruency between teacher and students 
except in the category of metacognition.
5. What relationship exists 
between students', teachers', 
and outside observers' 
perceptions of science 
instruction in advance 
science courses at AYGS?











v  All three data sources report higher 
frequency of implementation of general 
teaching strategies and science reform 
indicators, with lower frequency of 
implementation of gifted education 
strategies.
s  Both critical thinking and problem-solving 
strategies reported from teachers and 
students indicated usage on a monthly 
periodic basis, with observational findings 
supporting a less frequent use of these 
strategies as well.
s  Student open-ended responses indicated 
themes that strongly link to science 
reform indicators and, to a lesser extent, 
general teaching strategies, with no or 
little mention of items relating to critical 
thinking, problem-solving, and 
metacognition.
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Chapter 5
D is c u s s io n , Co n c lu s io n s , and  I m p l ic a t io n s
Discussion
The context o f the study represents an ideal setting to  implement 
recommendations from  both national science reform and g ifted  education reform 
effo rts . Analysis o f study data revealed no significant difference between the 
instructors' perceptions o f the frequency with which they implement both gifted and 
science instructional strategies and students' perceptions o f the frequency with 
which those strategies occur in advanced science classrooms in specialized schools 
fo r the gifted. Examination o f frequency data by teacher and the ir corresponding 
student population suggests some differences between perceptions may be masked 
by group analysis in the area o f metacognition. Evidence suggests that 
implementation of these reform  strategies is occurring a t some level o f frequency, 
although statistical chi-square analysis does not account fo r the differences that 
could be occurring on the individual classroom level. Both the quantitative and 
qualitative data support the fa c t that students in AVGS science classes are 
receiving, with lim ited frequency, instructional practices tha t align with 
recommendations from  the National Science Education Standards 1996) and
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the National Excellence Report {O^KL, 1993). Perhaps more in question is the limited 
frequency with which these practices are being employed in a sample o f specialized 
secondary schools fo r the g ifted, most o f which focus on science learning.
Results from this study indicated th a t three categories o f instructional 
strategies are extremely underutilized: problem-solving strategies, critica l thinking 
strategies, and metacognitive strategies. O ther research studies found tha t these 
categories o f instructional practices are most closely aligned w ith student 
achievement in the discipline o f science (Shymansky, Kyle, and A lport, 2003; 
Wenglinsky, 2000; Cuccio-Shirripa and Steiner, 2000; and Von Seeker and Lissitz, 
1999). The findings of th is study suggest tha t gifted students in specialized 
secondary schools are not receiving perhaps the most important strategies linked to 
student achievement. While these g ifted  secondary students may do well in future 
endeavors, the question arises as to how much more they could achieve if  they were 
receiving more frequent exposure to instructional strategies linked to  problem­
solving, critica l thinking, and metacognition.
Another interesting finding relating to  the use of th is critica l thinking and 
metacognitive strategies is the fact th a t teachers indicated a high level o f 
utilization o f higher level thinking strategies within the category o f general teaching 
strategies. Yet, these same teachers rated themselves as extremely low in
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utilization o f the use o f critical thinking strategies and metacognition. This disparity 
in implementation f  requency would indicate tha t teachers might not perceive higher 
level thinking strategies as the specific strategies listed under critical thinking and 
metacognition. Another explanation might be tha t teachers are aware o f the fact 
that they are supposed to  be implementing higher level thinking strategies in the 
classroom so they simply indicated the ir implementation. In  either case, these 
findings suggest more targeted s ta ff development in critica l thinking instructional 
strategies and metacognitive instructional strategies.
Closer examination o f qualitative student responses and frequency counts 
from instructors and students reveal some additional findings. Many o f the 
qualitative student responses highlight the fa c t tha t teachers are individuals and, as 
such, view curriculum and instructional practices d iffe ren tly . These differences 
were noted by students in their open-ended responses as to the difference in the 
use of instructional practices at the ir home high schools versus the courses a t the 
Governor's School. Occasionally, students would mention tha t another teacher in the 
Governor's School was be tte r, or worse, a t implementing a variety o f instructional 
approaches. This is consistent with other research tha t indicates the key role o f the 
teacher in implementing g ifted  instructional practices (VanTassel-Baska, 1992; 
VanTassel-Baska, 1995, VanTassel-Baska, Bass, Reis, Poland, Avery, 1998; Gallagher,
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Stepien, & Rosenthal, 1992). Although the qualitative data were not reviewed or 
analyzed a t an individual instructor's level, there were a few classrooms o f students 
who rated a teacher particularly high or low on all items, confirming the key role the 
individual teacher has in implementing instructional strategies. The key role 
individual teachers play in the classroom in a study by Wenglinsky (2000) illustrated 
the impact o f classroom practices on student achievement.
This study also examined the percentage o f students and teachers in the 
study tha t perceived the implementation of strategies on a weekly or daily basis. 
Given the context o f the study, the percentage o f expected responses o f teachers 
and students (90%) a t tha t level o f implementation was not indicated fo r a single 
strategy. Even at the category level of implementation, only two areas, science 
reform indicators and general teaching strategies, had students and teachers 
indicating daily or weekly strategy usage in the m ajority of strategies at levels of 
50% or greater. Again, th is finding raises concern over the underutilization of 
instructional strategies linked to student achievement in science.
W hether the 90% implementation from both groups o f participants a t a 
strategy-level of analysis is realistic or not is subject to discussion. O ther readers 
of the study might suggest 85% usage by teachers and students would be more 
realistic; again, results would not indicate frequent usage even a t tha t level. Some
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readers might suggest that collapsed data should include the rating o f '4' -  once or 
twice a month; the researcher fe lt  th is would be too limited to  indicate routine or 
frequent usage of a strategy. These schools/classrooms should be expected to 
implement these strategies on a daily or weekly level across 90% o f the participants; 
a fte r all, these are specialized schools fo r the gifted with a focus toward science 
education. Analysis o f strategies implantation during 30-minute observations shows 
an average use of five strategies per teacher, with the range o f usage being one - 
17. The average strategy usage o f five strategies per 30-minutes would suggest that 
all 28 strategies could be used a t least once over the course o f one week.
In  terms of instructional practices that stress science education reform, the 
study provided evidence suggesting tha t some strategies were frequently used, and 
other strategies were implemented to a lesser degree. Frequency counts from 
teachers and students, as well as observational data, indicated the frequent use of 
substantive content, the use o f activity-based instruction, engaging students in the 
learning and doing o f science (hands-on activities), relating science to  real-world 
issues, and the use o f inquiry-oriented instruction.
In  the strategy dealing w ith use o f concepts to  focus instruction, teachers 
rated themselves as using the strategy "da ilyw h ile  students suggested usage of 
this strategy at a "weekly" level and observations suggested usage at an "annual” or
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bimonthly level.” Teachers' indications of the use o f research methods suggested use 
at the "monthly level,” while students indicated usage at the "weekly level” and 
observations indicated a "bimonthly" usage. The inconsistencies between groups fo r 
these science reform  indicators warrant fu rth e r research.
Further, themes from students' open-ended responses suggest tha t these 
advanced courses o ffe r more labs, more hands-on activities, substantive and 
challenging content, connections to  the world around them, and, most importantly, 'it  
is the best science course they had ever taken.' Given that most o f these students 
were in th e ir final years of schooling, these statements might indicate the lack o f 
use o f reform  strategies in elementary and middle school, and even early high school, 
science courses. Even though implementation o f these reform strategies were 
reportedly underutilized in this study, students s till fe lt that low level of 
implementation was more than they had received prior to taking a course at the 
Governor's School. Implications fo r research and s ta ff development at elementary 
and middle schools are certainly evident.
From the g ifted  education perspective, the lack o f significant differences in 
instructors' and students' responses and the overall low frequency counts given to 
individual strategies similarly implies that g ifte d  education strategies are being 
implemented to a minimal degree. Observational data reveal that while most o f the
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strategies relating to general teaching and problem-solving strategies occur 
occasionally, those strategies associated with c ritica l thinking and metacognition 
were occurring a t a very low f  requency o f implementation. Student and teacher 
weekly and daily f  requency percentages o f implementation suggest that problem­
solving, critica l thinking, and metacognitive strategies are occurring regularly in less 
than 50% o f the sampled teachers' classrooms. Unfortunately, studies indicate the 
importance o f these strategies to student achievement and to the achievement of 
science reform  (Wenglinsky, 2000; Von Seeker A Lissitz, 1999; Taconis, et. al., 2001; 
Goodman A Bernston, 2000; Cuccio-Schirripa A Steiner, 2000; Shymansky, et. al., 
2003). Thus the underutilization of these is disheartening.
S ta ff development findings revealed tha t less opportunity fo r professional 
development in g ifted  education exists a t the school level, and that instructors 
attend fewer g ifted  education-related events outside o f the school setting. Studies 
by Leberman (1999), van Driel, et. al. (2001), Suporitz A Turner (2000), and Davis 
(2003) stress the importance of s ta ff development and training to the 
implementation o f inquiry and constructivist methodologies. Lower attendance at and 
provision o f s ta ff development opportunities in g ifte d  education may account fo r the 
less frequent use o f these strategies across the sample population, a situation that 
needs to be changed.
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Finally, the analysis o f students' ratings o f urban school teachers vs. rural 
school teachers and students' ratings o f content mastery teachers vs. teachers with 
pedagogical certifica tion provided some interesting findings. Students from urban 
schools indicated implementation o f strategies in a more positive light, indicating 
they fe lt strategies were used more often than statistica l expectations might 
suggest. Similarly, students o f content mastery teachers indicated tha t they saw 
strategies implemented more frequently than would be statistically expected. Both 
groupings indicated higher frequency o f strategy use than the ir counterparts. This 
was particularly interesting when closer examination revealed tha t the greatest 
differences in values were seen in the areas o f general teaching strategies, 
metacognition, and in some items of the science reform  indicators. While content 
mastery teachers might be expected to do be tte r in the category o f science reform  
indicators, students' perceptions indicated that urban teachers and content mastery 
teachers did be tte r in the more pedagogical categories o f general teaching 
strategies and metacognition than did the ir counterparts. One rationale fo r these 
findings might be tha t students o f content mastery teachers are so impressed w ith 
their teacher's knowledge o f the subject matter th a t they tend to  perceive more 
frequent implementation o f instructional strategies.
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Conclusions
Findings from this study indicate tha t instructors o f advanced science classes 
in secondary schools fo r the g ifted are occasionally implementing nationally 
recognized g ifted education and science education instructional strategies, but not 
at a level o f frequency tha t would suggest they routinely implement the strategy. 
Both students and instructors concur that these strategies are being implemented in 
the classroom setting a t relatively low frequency. There was no significant 
difference between instructors' perceptions o f the frequency o f implementation o f 
instructional strategies and students' perceptions of the frequency of 
implementation of instructional strategies; however, when the data were sub­
analyzed fo r congruency between individual teacher responses and the ir students' 
responses, there were differences in the category of metacognition. When individual 
classes were sub-analyzed using a 80% threshold of congruency between teacher and 
student responses, metacognitive strategies were below the threshold level, with 
Item  #20  a t 47% congruence. Item  #21 at 60% congruence, and Item  #2 2  a t 74% 
congruence.
However, closer examination o f the frequency counts from  students and 
teachers indicate that not all teachers are implementing strategies with the same 
degree o f frequency. In  fact, not a single science or gifted education strategy was
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perceived as frequently utilized (weekly or daily) by at least 90% o f the  
participating teachers and students. Some strategies had 25% or less o f 
participants indicating that they were frequently used (weekly or daily). This is 
disheartening given the strong linkage between strategy implementation and student 
achievement. Perhaps these g ifte d  students are not achieving in science a t the level 
they could be if  these reform strategies were being implemented on a routine basis?
Practical Implications of the Study
For the fie ld  o f science education and g ifted education, the implications o f 
this study are striking. While participating teachers at specialized secondary schools 
fo r the gifted tend to be strong in terms of professional credentials in the ir 
content area of science, they have fewer credentials in the area o f g ifte d  education. 
Concerns may arise as to the ab ility  of these instructors, while they understand 
science, to implement nationally recommended practices o f instruction in both 
science and gifted education. W ith few routine opportunities fo r s ta ff development 
in both science and gifted education, it  is understandable tha t implementation o f 
these reform strategies might be infrequent.
Since all teacher participants were science educators in specialized secondary 
schools fo r the g ifted  (most schools with a focus in science education), the
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expectation tha t all or even 90% o f teachers would be implementing these 
strategies on a weekly or daily basis is practical. Evidence to  support th is 
expectation was lacking. However, all strategies dealing with science reform  
indicate more prevalent usage on a weekly and daily basis than g ifted  education 
strategies. In  addition, findings from  both the directors' surveys and instructors' 
surveys would suggest th a t s ta ff development opportunities are attended and 
offered less often in the  area of g ifted  education. Providing more in-service 
workshops and supporting conference attendance or college courses in g ifted  
education may strengthen the implementation of the less frequently practiced 
instructional g ifted  education categories o f problem-solving, critica l thinking, and 
metacognition. Specialized schools fo r the g ifted  should strive to  increase s ta ff 
development offerings in the area o f g ifted  education practices.
In  general, th is study suggests the development o f more formal s ta ff 
development programs in science and g ifte d  education, specifically dealing with 
reform instructional strategies from both fields. The use of the SGECO form as an 
evaluation tool fo r expected teacher behaviors could be incorporated formally into 
the teacher evaluation instrument. Based on the needs o f teachers in certain 
schools, a review o f the SGECO form and the implementation patterns fo r their 
school, specific workshops could be developed to target the implementation of
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specific strategies. Teachers in those schools tha t are proficient in those strategies 
may serve as peer-coaches in follow-up activities. In  the initial hiring o f teachers, 
the strategies suggested in the SGECO form  may serve as a basis fo r selecting 
instructors fo r teaching positions, based on teaching observations using the form.
For these specialized secondary schools fo r the g ifted, th is study suggests 
that instructor evaluation forms incorporate a closer examination o f these 
instructional strategies as part o f the teacher evaluation process, whether it  is 
formally incorporated or not. The use o f the SGECO form  as a tool fo r examining 
individual teacher strengths and weaknesses in the area of instructional practices 
would certainly be appropriate.
Some implications exist fo r higher education institutions in teacher training in 
the use o f both science education and g ifted education instructional reform  
strategies. While making pre-service teachers aware o f the specific strategies 
examined in th is study is important, providing opportunities in the program fo r these 
teachers to practice and employ these reform  strategies is vital.
Implications o f the Study for Future Research
This study suggests topics fo r fu ture research tha t pertain to the 
implementation o f instructional practices in science education and g ifted  education.
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Where both students and instructors concur on the implementation frequency o f 
instructional strategies from  both fields, a lim ited number of classroom 
observations were available to support claims. A stronger number o f classroom 
observational findings would provide a more defensible perspective on th is issue.
S till the question remains, what would be the proper frequency with which 
these strategies should be used? This study showed the percentage o f participants 
indicating weekly or daily usage o f all the strategies under investigation. Since the 
criterion level of 90% o f the participants was not met fo r any strategy, perhaps this 
expectation was too high. However, the criterion level would seem to be justified  
based on the type of school and the level o f use required fo r routine practice. 
Perhaps course curriculum, especially more structured formats such as Advanced 
Placement courses (AP), may be impacting these findings and expectations fo r 
implementation. A recent study fo r the National Research Council (NRC. 2002) found 
that Advanced Placement science and math courses were not geared to provided 
students with exposure to  research-based strategies. Further investigations could 
examine the use of science and g ifted strategies as they relate to particular science 
disciplines, to particular course curriculum like AP science courses, and to  teacher 
training and s ta ff development.
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Even though the expectation tha t 90% of participants would recognize 
strategy use as weekly or daily, qualitative remarks from students indicated tha t 
these classrooms were d iffe ren t and offered more opportunities associated w ith 
these science and g ifted  education strategies than other courses they took a t the ir 
home high school or middle school. While this study was conducted a t the secondary 
level, certainly research into instructional practices at the middle school and 
elementary school g ifted  science classroom settings to assess reform-based 
strategy implementation would be appropriate and warranted.
Taking the research a step fu rth e r, investigations into classrooms where 
students, teachers, and observations support daily and weekly use o f these 
strategies would provide additional insights. What factors make this situation a 
reality? How does the frequent (weekly and daily) use o f these strategies impact 
student achievement in areas other than standardized tests?
Regardless o f the focus of the fu ture research, more research into classroom 
practices is necessary. A t a time o f national educational reform  and standardized 
testing, it  is the classroom practices tha t make a difference fo r students; th a t 
inspires the ir love o f learning and desire to pursue the ir interests. I f  we are to  
teach students to  think fo r themselves, to become tomorrow's leaders, we must
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provide thinking and learning opportunities in classrooms through the implementation 
of strong and e ffective  instructional strategies.
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Appen d ix  a
academic-Year Governor's Schools i n  Study
GOVERNOR’S SCHOOL DIRECTOR ADDRESS MEMBERSHIPFORMAT




SW VA Higher Ed. Center 
VA Highlands Comm. College 
















Central Shenandoah Volley 
Governor's School for 




Augusta County Public 
Schools
Route 3, Box 265 
Fishersville. VA 22939
Grades 11-12; 
single site; a 
variety of 
science courses
Central Virginia Governor's 
School for Science and 
Technology
Thomas Morgan (Dr.) 
tmorgan@cvgs.kl2.va.uS
3020 Wards Ferry Rd 
Lynchburg, VA 24502
Grades 11-12; 
single site; a 
variety of 
science courses
Chesapeake Bay Governor’s 




Essex County Public Schools 













6713 Smith Station Rd. 
Spotsylvania, VA 22553
Grades 9-12; 
multiple sites; a 
variety of 
science courses
Governor’s School for 
Global Economics and 









Maggie L  Walker 









single site; a 
variety of 
science courses
Jackson River Governor's 
School
Susan Rollinson (Dr.) 
dlrolls@dl.cc.va.us
Dabney S. Lancaster CC 
P.O. Box 1000 
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GOVERNOR'S SCHOOL DIRECTOR ADDRESS MEMBERSHIPFORMAT
New Horizons Governor's 




520 Butler Farm Road 
Hampton, VA 23666
Grades 11 -12; 
single site; a 
variety of 
science courses
Roanoke Valley Governor’s 




2104 Grandin Road SW  
Roanoke. VA 24015
Grades 9-12; 




Governor's School for 
Science, Mathematics, and 
Technology
Margaret (Pat) Duncan 
duncan@swvgs.kl2.va.us
Pulaski County Public Schools, 
P.O. Box 1739 
Dublin. VA 24084
Grades 11-12; 
single site; a 
variety of 
science courses
Thomas Jefferson High 




6560 Braddock Road 
Alexandria, VA 22312
Grades 9-12; 
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APPENDIX B
Letter  o f  Pa r t ic ip a t io n
Dear D ire c to r and Science In s tru c to r.
My name is  Donna Poland and I  am a doctora l candidate a t th e  College o f W illiam  and M ary . M y purpose in w ritin g  you 
today is tw o fo ld . F irs t. I  would like  to  in fo rm  you about my d isse rta tio n  research. S econd ly. I  w ant to  ask your 
perm ission to  include you in my study. A ll aspects o f th is  research have been approved b y  th e  W  A M  Human S ub jects 
Review Board and fou nd  to  be in compliance w ith  a ll aspects o f educational research: names and in fo rm ation  w ill 
remain co n fid e n tia l and you may o p t ou t o f th e  study a t any tim e.
I  am conducting my d is s e rta tio n  research on in s tru c tio n a l s tra te g ie s  used by science in s tru c to rs  in Governor's School 
across th e  Commonwealth o f V irg in ia  I  am asking th a t each s ite  d ire c to r com plete a D ire c to r S urvey Form. In  
add ition . I  would ap p rec ia te  i t  i f  a t least 5 science teache rs , m any advanced level science courses such as biology, 
chem istry, physics, a n d /o r ea rth /environm enta l science, would p a rtic ip a te  in the  s tu d y  by com pleting the  In s tru c to r 
Survey Form . These advanced courses should be designed fo r  11* and 1 2 * grade s tu d e n ts . I t  is im portan t th a t each 
d ire c to r and p a rtic ip a tin g  science teacher signs th e  a ttach ed  perm ission fo rm  and com ple tes th e  appropria te  
D ire c to r o r In s tru c to r Survey Form. In  add ition . I  am requesting a course syllabus fro m  each pa rtic ip a tin g  
in s tru c to r.
Enclosed is a copy o f th e  S tu d e n t Survey Form. Please have a ll advanced science s tu d e n ts  in th e  pa rtic ip a ting  
teachers' ap p rop ria te  advanced science courses com plete th e  s tud en t survey fo rm . S tu d e n t pa ren ta l consent form s 
are included i f  th e  d ire c to r fe e ls  the y are necessary. Please group s tu d e n t responses w ith  th e ir  corresponding 
teacher and re tu rn  a ll fo rm s  and m ateria ls by th e  ind ica ted  date in th e  provided envelope.
For s ix  o f th e  AYGS. I  w ill be conducting s ite  v is its  to  observe p a rtic ip a tin g  teachers in  th e ir  classroom s. I f  your 
school has been se lected  as one o f th e  observational s ite s , I  w ill be con tacting  you by phone to  s e t up a s ite  v is it.
A ll da ta w ill be analyzed in s tr ic t confidence: no school o r individual w ill be m entioned by name in th e  fin a l re p o rt. 
Copies o f th e  fin a l re p o rt w ill be made available to  pa rtic ip a n ts  upon request (please em ail dpoland@ nhgs.tec.vaus to  
request a copy). M y s incere  appreciation fo r  your support in th is  educational endeavor.
S incerely.
Donna L  Poland
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APPENDIX C
Pa r t ic ip a n t  Co n s e n t  Form
I , __________________________________   give my consent to  participate in a
dissertation study conducted through the College o f William and Mary by Donna 
Poland. I  understand that participation in the  study will require completion o f 
survey forms by myself, completion of survey forms by my students, the provision 
of a course syllabus, and, possibly, a classroom observation by Ms. Poland, my 
director, or an appointed assistant observer.
Participant Signature_______________________________________________
Date_____________
Thank You Very Much!
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a ppen d ix  b
D irector 's  Survey
School Demographic Information: Site Name__________________________
Number o f students in program:__________
Educational focus o f AYSS:________________________________________
School location: ____ urban  suburban  rural
Student selection crite ria  (check all that apply):
 SPA  Strong academic background in science and/or math
 PSAT  teacher recommendations in science and/or math
 SAT  other standardized test score
 Extra Curricular Activities
 Division selection - no or little  input by Gov. School
Define your role:__________________________________________________
Number o f years in th is position at this s ite :_________ other s ites :______
Your degree level and focus: BS_____________________________________
MS_____________________________PhD/EdD________________________
Additional training in o ifted education: (Check all that apply)
 Course W ork  Endorsement  Format Degree a t M aster's level
 Formal Degree a t Doctorate level  O ther______________________
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Additional training in science education: (Check all tha t apply)
 Course Work  Endorsement  Formal Degree a t M asters level
 Formal Degree a t Doctorate leve l  O ther_________________________
Questions:
1. How are science teachers/faculty selected at this school? (Check all tha t apply)
 Based on a resume that meets minimum  Faculty has MS degree in education or
requirements of teaching certification science field
 Faculty are selected by local college;  Interview with selection committee
site has no control
 As part of the interview, faculty must  Faculty are selected by local school
demonstrate knowledge of teaching skills divisions; site has no control
for the selection committee
 Other, explain:
2. What two educational goals serve as the major foci fo r instruction a t your 
school?
3. What documentation is used to evaluate teachers’/faculty's instructional 
practices? (Please include documentation with other materials when returning this survey).
 no methods are used  checklist/teacher ___teacher portfolio
classroom observation form
 scripted teacher ___video and discussion of  O ther:________
classroom observation form classroom practices_________________________
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4. How often hove you offered s ta ff development in science over the past three 
years? (Check only one)
 not at all ___one session annually ___ 2-4 sessions annually
 O ther:__________
 5-7 sessions annually ___8> sessions annually
5. What specific instructional practices have been highlighted through those 















6. How often have you offered s ta ff development in g ifted  education over the past 
three years? (Check only one)
 not at all  one session annually ___2-4 sessions annually
 O ther:____________
 5-7 sessions annually ___ 8+ sessions annually
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7. What specific instructional practices have been highlighted through those 















8. What role do you play in providing instructional guidance to teachers/faculty?
 none
 Teach a class for the
instructor as a model for 
instructional practices
 dedicate funds for
teacher travel to 
professional conferences
 available upon teacher
request to discuss 
instructional issues
 regularly teach a course
at the school
 conduct classroom
observation and provide 
critique
 periodically set up
meetings with faculty to 
discuss instructional 
methods
 determine all s ta ff
development and inservice 
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Appendix E
I nstructor 's Survey
Site:__________________________________________________________
Position:________________ No. years in position at s ite :______ other sites:
Total years teaching:  Total years teaching science:_______
Total years working with academically g ifted students_______________
Current grade level assignment____________________________________
Current course assignment(s)_____________________________________
Your degree level and focus: BS_____________________________________
MS_____________________________________PhD/EdD_______________
Special certifica tes or endorsements:_______________________________
Additional training in Science Education s  the past 3 years:
none











 college or organization
sponsored teacher workshops
O th e r:___________________
Additional training in S ifte d  Education in the past 3 years:
none











 college or organization
sponsored teacher workshops
O th e r:___________________
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This questionnaire reflects instructional practices used in _____________ course.
With what frequency do you use the following instructional strategies when 
teaching this course?
Please assign a frequency value of 1-6 from the scale below to each strategy.
J - not used a t a ll 2  = a few times a year 3  - once every couple months
4  - once or twice a month 5  -a t least once a week 6 - daily
1.  Uses flexible patterns of grouping students when delivering a lesson
2.  Presents the lesson in several ways
3.  Provides activities for students to apply knowledge to new situations
4.  Provides the opportunity for students to use technology (Please indicate frequency of
calculator use ; computer use ; advanced science equipment use )
5.  Uses hands-on approaches, such as journals, experiments. & manipulatives
6.  Uses cooperative or collaborative learning strategies
7.  Allows students to discover central ideas on their own through activities and/or questions
8.  Emphasizes higher level thinking strategies/skills
9.  Uses activities or questions which allow students to brainstorm ideas or alternatives
10 .  Uses activities or questions which allow students to define problems
11.  Uses activities or questions which allow students to develop, select, and implement
solutions to problems
12 .  Uses activities or questions which allow students to explore multiple interpretations
13 .  Uses activities or questions which allow students to use alternative modes of
expressions for their work (charts, graphs, videos, art, music, journals, etc)
14 . ___ Uses activities or questions which allow students to self-select topics for further
investigation
15 .  Provides opportunities for students to make judgments or evaluate situations or issues
16 .  Provides opportunities for students to compare and contrast
17 . ___ Provides opportunities for students to generalize from specific data to the abstract
18 . ___ Provides opportunities for students to synthesize or summarize information across or
within disciplines
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19 . ___Provides opportunities for students to debate points of view or develop arguments to
support ideas
20 . ___ Models metacognitive strategies such as planning, monitoring, self-ref lection or self-
appraisal for the student
21 . ___ Provides opportunities for students to think about their own thinking
22 . ___ Provides opportunities for students to reflect on their own performance
23 . ___ Uses major concepts (e.g.; systems, change, models, patterns) to focus learning
24 . ___ Emphasizes the research process within an integrated framework (e.g.; exploring a
topic, planning how to study it and carrying out a study, judging the results, and reporting)
25 . ___ Uses substantive content for the course and grade level
26 .  Uses inquiry-oriented instruction
27 .  Uses activity-based instruction, engaging students in the doing and learning of science
28 .  Structures opportunities for students to discuss real-world problems and issues as
they relate to the science content
Other Comments:
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Appendix F
S t u d e n t  Classroom  Survey
S ite :_______________________________________________________________
Years attending this school:_________ Current grade level_______
Current science courses_______________________________________________
This questionnaire reflects instructional practices used in _______________class.
1. What expectations do you have fo r the instructional practices in this class?
2. W ith what frequency does your teacher use the following instructional 
strategies when teaching this course?
Please assign a frequency value of 1 -6  from the scale below to each strategy.
1 - not used a t a ll 2 - a few times a year 3  - once every couple months
4 - once or twice a month 5  - a t least once a week 6 - daily
1.  Uses flexible patterns of grouping students when delivering a lesson
2.  Presents the lesson in several ways
3.  Provides activities for students to apply knowledge to new situations
4.  Provides the opportunity for students to use technology (Please indicate frequency of
calculator use ; computer use ; advanced science equipment use )
5.  Uses hands-on approaches, such as journals, experiments, & manipulatives
6.  Uses cooperative or collaborative learning strategies
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7.  Allows students to discover central ideas on their own through activities and/or questions
8.  Emphasizes higher level thinking strategies/skills
9.  Uses activities or questions which allow students to brainstorm ideas or alternatives
10 .  Uses activities or questions which allow students to define problems
11.  Uses activities or questions which allow students to develop, select, and implement
solutions to problems
12 .  Uses activities or questions which allow students to explore multiple interpretations
13 .  Uses activities or questions which allow students to use alternative modes of
expressions for their work (charts, graphs, videos, art, music, journals, etc)
14 .  Uses activities or questions which allow students to self-select topics for further
investigation
15 .  Provides opportunities for students to make judgments or evaluate situations or issues
16 .  Provides opportunities for students to compare and contrast
17 .  Provides opportunities for students to generalize from specific data to the abstract
18 .  Provides opportunities for students to synthesize or summarize information across or
within disciplines
19 .  Provides opportunities for students to debate points of view or develop arguments to
support ideas
20 . ___Models metacognitive strategies such as planning, monitoring, self-ref lection or self­
appraisal for the student
21 . ___ Provides opportunities for students to think about their own thinking
22 . ___ Provides opportunities for students to reflect on their own performance
23 . ___ Uses major concepts (e.g.; systems, change, models, patterns) to focus learning
24 . ___ Emphasizes the research process within an integrated framework (e.g.; exploring a
topic, planning how to study it and carrying out a study, judging the results, and reporting)
25 . ___ Uses substantive content for the course and grade level
26 . ___ Uses inquiry-oriented instruction
27 . ___ Uses activity-based instruction, engaging students in the doing and learning of science
28 .  Structures opportunities for students to discuss real-world problems and issues as
they relate to the science content
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3. How do the instructional practices in this class compare to other science courses 
you have taken? I f  another science course has been be tte r taught, please describe 
the level and type o f class and its  site location. (Please indicate type o f school. . . .  
middle, high, summer Governor's School, private, etc.)
4. Other comments?
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APPENDIX G
Parent Letter  a nd  St u d e n t  Co n sen t  Form
Dear Parent and Student.
My name is Donna Poland and I  am a doctoral candidate at the College of William and Mary. My purpose m writing you 
today is two fold. First, I  would like to inform you about my dissertation research. Secondly. I  want to ask your 
permission to include you in my study. All aspects of this research have been approved by the W A M Human Subjects 
Review Board and found to be in compliance with all aspects of educational research; names and information will 
remain confidential and you may opt out of the study at any time.
I  am conducting my dissertation research on instructional strategies used by science instructors m Governor's School 
across the Commonwealth of Virginia. I  will be examining strategies used in advanced science courses for 11* and 
12* grade students. All science students m the participating teachers' appropriate advanced science courses will 
complete a student survey form. The form asks for some basic demographics on the student and the student's 
perception of the use of certain instructional strategies in the classroom. Completion of the survey form will be all 
that is required of your child from this study.
All data will be analyzed m strict confidence: no school or individual will be mentioned by name in the final report. 
Copies of the final report will be made available to participants upon request (please email dpoland@nhgs.tec.va.us to 
request a copy). Please sign and return the bottom portion of this form to your child's teacher if you are willing to 
have your child participate in this study. My sincere appreciation for your support in this educational endeavor.
Sincerely,
Donna L. Poland
I  give my consent for my child_____________________________   to participate in a dissertation study conducted
through the College of William and Mary by Donna Poland. I  understand that my child will only be required to 
complete a survey form that will remain anonymous. In  addition. I  understand that my child's name will never be used 
and he/she may opt out of the study at any time.
Parent's Signature_____________________________________ Date_____________
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APPENDIX H
Sc ienc e  a nd  S if t e d  Ed u c a t io n  classroom  O b ser va tio n  Form
Observer_______________________ S ite _________________________
Date___________ Course____________________  In s tru c to r________
Number o f students___________
Desk arrangement:___ rows and columns  grouped  lab tables
 other: please specify_____________________________________
Please outline exactly what you are observing in the classroom with respect to curriculum and 
instruction. Describe the specific lesson, the organization of the lesson, the texts and/or materials 
used, the methods used in communicating the lesson, characteristics of the learning experience and 
the environment, and any other observations or impressions.
Teacher Interview Questions: (to be conducted after the observation)
1. Do you have a written plan for the lesson?
2. What were your instructional objectives during the previous lesson with this class?
3. What will you be covering in the subsequent lesson?
4. Are there any aspects of this lesson that you want to clarify with me before I  finalize the
observation form?
5. Observer specified question:__________________________________________________
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Observer will indicqfc the presence of a behavior with a check mark f V 1. 








*  1 S
! Observation Observation 





















1 Uses flexible patterns of grouping students when delivering a lesson
2 Presents the lesson in several ways
3 Provides activities for students to apply knowledge to new situations
4
Provides the opportunity for students to use technology:
Fy I [n ]  calculator [y ] [n ]  computer [y ][T7I advanced science equipment
5 Uses hands-on approaches, such as journals, experiments, 8i manipulatives
6 Uses cooperative or collaborative learning strategies
7 Allows students to discover central ideas on their own through activities and/or questions














9 Uses activities or questions which allow students to brainstorm ideas or alternatives
10 Uses activities or questions which allow students to define problems
11 Uses activities or questions which allow students to develop, select, and implement solutions to problems
12 Uses activities or questions which allow students to explore multiple interpretations
13 Uses activities or questions which allow students to use alternative modes of expressions for their work (charts, graphs, videos, art, music, journals, etc)
14 Uses activities or questions which allow students to self-select topics for further investigation





15 Provides opportunities for students to make judgments or evaluate situations or issues
16 Provides opportunities for students to compare and contrast
o>c
c 17




18 Provides opportunities for students to synthesize or summarize information across or within disciplines
4-1u.u 19 Provides opportunities for students to debate points of view or develop arguments to support ideas
co 20
Models metacognitive strategies such as planning, monitoring, self-reflection 
or self-appraisal for the student
c
9u
21 Provides opportunities for students to think about their own thinking
30>
z 22 Provides opportunities for students to reflect on their own performance





Emphasizes the research process within an integrated framework (e.g.; 
exploring a topic, planning how to study it and carrying out a study, judging 
the results, and reporting)
c
25 Uses substantive content for the course and grade level
2Voc
V
26 Uses inquiry-oriented instruction
5 27 Uses activity-based instruction, engaging students in the doing and learning of science
28 Structures opportunities for students to discuss real-world problems and issues as they relate to the science content
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A p p e n d ix  I
Student Reponses to  Open- ended Q u e s t io n s
The following responses to the sta ted  questions represent the most common 
themes expressed by students in  science classes in A YGS throughout Virginia. 
These responses were gleamed from  approximately 1190 student surveys. However, 
about 1 /3 o f the students d id  not respond to one o r more o f the questions. Again, 
these are representative o f the answers given by students.
1. What expectations do you have for the instructional practices in this 
class?
• College level content in 'the subject area’.
• Prepare me fo r college.
• Prepare me fo r the AP exam.
• To be taught in an environment th a t is exciting and conducive to
learning.
• I  expected the course to challenging and the instructor to be 
knowledgeable o f the subject.
• I  expect to learn the basic principles of 'the subject’ . . . .  hands-on 
experiments, along with taking notes. I  expect the material to be 
challenging without being impossible.
• I  expect my teacher to  teach me the best way possible. I  hope to 
learn based on labs, lecture, and other interesting ways.
• My teacher to have a high level o f enthusiasm/motivation towards the 
subject material. . .  keeping and maintaining discipline, order, but 
providing a stimulating learning environment w/open discussion; 
flexible; advocate fo r creativity; integrated work.
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• Hands-on learning experiences tha t involve labs and group activities, 
as well as participation, and flexible yet e ffic ie n t lesson plans.
• To be able to  understand what's happening in the world.
• Fun learning experiences centered around high level content.
• Having taken GS courses before instructional practices would be
independent learning and a lot o f learning would be done outside o f 
school. . .  basic concepts would be taught, but more advanced concept 
learning would come with individual e ffo r t and discovery.
• No expectations.
3. How do the instructional practices in the class compare to other science 
courses you have taken? I f  another science course has been better 
taught, please describe the level and type of class and its location. 
(Please indicate type of school . . . .  middle, high, summer Governor's 
School, private, e tc .)
• This course is be tte r than all my other courses because we have to  
come prepared fo r class with homework we haven't talked about yet. 
This gives us a chance to learn things on our own and then ask 
questions instead o f being force-fed the answers.
• Learning is interactive and the course is made up o f intellectually 
challenging activities. Also, the class runs a t a fas te r pace.
• I t  is the rig h t m ixture of discussion, debate, PowerPoint, projects, 
and class work.
• More labs than any o f my other science courses.
• High-level content that applies to real-world situations.
• All o f the other science courses I  have taken ju s t teach everyone 
from  a plan, even i f  they already know it. This class allowed students
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to  ask questions about what they don't know so tha t there is no time 
wasted teaching students something they already know.
• The instruction is laughable. The class is d ifficu lt, but not in ways 
th a t encourage learning or challenge students to try .
• Actually. I  think this is the best taught science course I've  ever had .
. .  the instructor is creative, encourages us to think-outside-the-box, 
and apply concepts to our daily lives.
• This class' instructional practices d iffe r  from most science classes I  
have previously taken. Most others were very routine and did not place 
much emphasis on the actual scientific  study. However, w ith weekly 
labs and activities, this class presents much better the actual 
methods o f science.
• This and all the classes at th is same site  show a rigorous learning 
environment where the student is initiated in the learning process at 
school and then is engaged in fu rth e r study o f concepts on the ir own 
time and then that information is bought back to the class to get the 
overall backbone of the lesson or concept.
• I  have taken 3 Gov. School science classes. All of the classes have 
presented challenge and have integrated lab activities and technology 
to  improve instruction.
• This year, I  feel like I ,  and my fellow students, have been thrust into 
a situation that requires us to teach ourselves. Our teacher presents 
the information in what seems like the most d ifficu lt way possible . . . .  
we have to s ift through the rhe toric to  find the answer. In  my 
previous experiences, I  was presented the information I  needed. I  
don't think this is a reflection o f the  school as much as it  is the 
teacher.
• This class is being taught much b e tte r than any o f my most recent 
science courses. Science is usually taught to us through video or a 
lecture. In  my current science class, experiments, hands-on activities, 
and discussion with our teacher helps me learn much easier.
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• O ther science classes have been "memorize th is fo r the SOL." This 
class has been "learn th is  and apply it." This class is a nice change 
from  "regular school”.
• Much more lecturing compared to other classes.
• The teacher is always willing to  help you understand.
• I t  is the best class I  have ever taken, material wise, but 
unfortunately, due to the necessary preparation fo r the AP, we have 
to rush through the material, which makes me feel like i t  is 
concentrated in my short-term  memory and I  am not learning anything 
tha t will stick.
• The science class does not compare to any other science course I  have 
taken. The elevated learning and independence does not compare with 
my home school science courses. I  am grateful fo r the experience. I  
feel thoroughly prepared fo r  college next year.
• This class has been much b e tte r compared to the teaching methods in 
other science courses th a t I  have taken. I  can actually apply what I  
learn here and make my own inferences instead o f taking and digesting 
information, spitting it  back out on a test, and not remembering or 
applying the information until I  have to take a standardized test.
• The instructional practices in th is class have been above average 
compared to form er classes I  have taken. I  think tha t the  use of 
technological equipment has helped the learning process by giving 
hands-on experiences tha t help prove theories. I  also th ink the 
teaching is challenging in th a t the information is not spoon-fed to the 
students, but students are given the opportunity to find answers on 
the ir own.
• More versatile, a little  less structured. I  am more free  to  learn here 
without being bound with notes and worksheets. We get to  express 
our own opinions and debate important issues. We also have labs; the 
class is very hands-on. Like the Chinese proverb says, "You hear - you
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forget, you see - you remember, you do - you learn” ( . .  .or something 
o f tha t nature)!
• This is a higher-level college course.
• About the same as other courses I've taken.
• Our instructor is very effective in causing us to  re flect upon our role 
in the environment and the world. Instead o f a 'grade factory ', we are 
taught to  fle x  our minds to encompass the new and unexpected. Our 
instructor is not afraid to keep us in line and on our toes.
• This course is very rigorous. The structure o f the class combined with 
the genius teacher always keeps the students challenged. There is so 
much more opportunity to apply what is taught in class here a t this 
school as oppose to science classes at my home school.
• This is by fa r one of the most in-depth science courses I  have taken.
I  feel tha t i t  requires more intellectual thought and reasoning as 
compared to the memorization done in high school level courses. 
Because o f th is, I  am glad to be taking (subject) here at (school). I t  
allows fo r in-depth discovery o f the science, while at the same time, it 
provides the guidance needed fo r a misunderstood subject.
• In  my sophomore year of high school, I  took an honors chemistry class 
in which: real world data was incorporated, independent learning was 
expected, outside thorough research was rewarded as well as 
assigned, class discussions revolved around real world applications, the 
class was not changed or abridged to suit those incapable o f operating 
at that specific level, students were required to memorize almost 
every aspect o f a subject, students were rewarded fo r independent 
abstract thought in the form o f problem solving. I  took th is  class in at 
high school in New Jersey.
Question 4 was open-ended fo r student to w rite  whatever comments they 
wanted to make. Rarely was th is  question answered. O f the few comments th a t
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were made, m ost pertained to the form at o f the survey; w ith many students 
commenting th a t they d id  not completely understand the question o r the terms, 
especially the w ord metacognition. Some answers were blanket comments about 
whether they like d  o r disliked the teacher. Below are the few student comments 
tha t were unique. . .  and perhaps, insightful.
4. O ther comments?
• N ot only is the content o f the course helpful, but the whole 
atmosphere at the Gov. School cultivates learning. That is, were the 
teachers plucked out of the Gov. School and placed in a normal school, 
the quality o f the education would s till not be as high. This has to do 
w ith the administration as well as the school atmosphere - a t the Gov. 
School, teachers are allowed to be flexible; while a t the normal high 
school, teachers dislike the rigid, incompetent administration.
• I  believe tha t such classes are pertinent to  the development o f the 
advanced mind. Often, courses given at a local public school do not 
challenge those who tru ly can reason a subject and apply it  and not 
ju s t memorize simple laws and theories.
• The doors fo r this excellent opportunity should be opened to  everyone 
who wants to learn, not mainly the 3.8, 3.9, 4.0 GPA students. I f  every 
student were given the chance to be challenged and interested in 
th e ir academic life, there would be a greater opportunity fo r them to 
succeed in life .
• I  realize tha t since this class is AP, we don't necessarily have time to 
do 'fun' activities since we have a set curriculum to  cover. However, 
sometimes learning so much in one day can be mentally draining. 
Students need a change to discussion or an activity ever so often. But
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nevertheless, I  am benefiting from  all the material we learn and I  
know th a t i t  will prepare me well fo r the AP exam.
• The questions in this survey seem like they were written fo r a 
humanities class. Many of the examples are simply not feasible or 
applicable in a science setting.
• Some o f these questions don't demonstrate the quality o f a science 
class. We don't need to debate points o f view, and it  won't help us to 
learn to  evaluate situations or issues. Also, there's so much material to 
learn, we don't have the option to  divide topics and self-select what 
we want to  study * we have to learn everything.
• Some o f the questions are very d iffic u lt to  apply to a science class, 
i.e. #13, music, a rt, and journals are not typically a part o f any 
scientific learning, which focuses on fa c t, not individual interpretation 
or reflection.
• This was not a survey that made sense. Some things can’t  be scaled by 
daily or monthly use.
• Uses activity-based instruction, engaging students in the doing and
learning o f science doing o f science? You learn it, you explain it,
you use it ,  but you don't ‘do it'!
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Savannah, Georgia
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1993-1994 The College of William and Mary 
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Master's o f Arts in Education
1975-1981 North Carolina State University 
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Bachelor o f Science
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